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BAWSGN OOUSfl
The election of franklin B* Roosevelt in if$£
reflected a ma^or charge in the political l&ilnkirg of the
American people • Although. this change wee lazgBl.gr brought
about by the economic difficulties of the IfJO1©, the
success and popularity of the Roosevelt Administration
solidifled this change, forming among certain interest
group© am almost permanent Mew Beal philosophy*

the far

mers of the treat Blaine* particularly those of Nebraska*
did not follow the pattern set by other economic groups*
Bven though they gave Roosevelt overwhelming support in
1fJ2 and generally approved of i^e^^conomlc benefits of the
lew Beal farm program* by 1940 they had returned to their
traditionally Republican voting habits*

the purpose of this

study was to find out tow the Mew Beal affected the people
of this region and why this farm area turned away from
Roosevelt*

In order to accomplish this goal, a detailed

examination was made of Bawson Bounty* Mebraska, in the
1950fs*
Bawson Bounty is situated on the extreme western edge
of the c o m belt la central Nebraska.i Its geography and
n;,;.:'Tjir..,:inr : r r hitii'c"::,:: .Mirtumrimrrrjr-^T-rn’-n^-T^'-'XirrrTT:---;'- -t

*See map, page iv ,

,

2

economy indicate that it is largely typical of the finest
Plains, and its pattern of toting in the twentieth Century
has generally followed that of Hebraska and the northern
plains area*

Soasefueably*- the reactions.of the people ' -v <

of Bawson County to the lew Beal should he representative
of those reactions of the. general region* further explana
tion of the county's geographical and economic setting is
necessary to illustrate its value as a sample of treat
Plains
Bawson County is located near the center of Hebraska
astride the Platte Stiver, this .primary tributary of the
Mssouri is the county's dominant geographical feature,,
flowing diagonally across it from the northwest to the south
east.

The channel of the Platte is extremely wide as it

passes through the county^at several places being over a
mile in width*

She breadth of the river bed does not,

however, indicate accurately the amount of water which the
Platte carries** Best of the time, the Platte is merely a
2With the exceptions- of the elsetlems of 1900 and 1908,
when William Jennings Bryan was a candidate, Bawson County
voted with the nation, Hebraska and the surrounding counties
in all presidential elections from 1900 through 1932. Bawson
voted with the majority of counties in Hebraska since 1904
With no exceptions. Bogan Eugene Bobinson, fhe Presidential . .
Tote, 1896-1932 {Stanford, California: She Stanford Waiver-1 '
si’
fy Press';" Z l f W ) , pp. 66-67, 263,
%S*®fcd Stevens (Bireebar) and John Stuart Compiler),
"Eeport on the Overall Economic Development Program for
Bawson County Redevelopment Areas Bawson County, Hebraaka"
(Extension Service, University of Hebraska, College of Ag
riculture and United States Department of Agriculture co
operating, ^9647), p. 25. (Mimeographed)

5
meandering stream weaving its way among sandbars overgrown
with willows, cottonwoods, nod other foliage. In extremely
dry years, when the demand for irrigation water from the
Platte is great, the river may he 'dry*
The'valley created by this great stream is broad and
fertile and Includes nearly half of the total land area of
the county.

At its broadest point near- the town of Oozad,

the valley is over eighteen miles wide.

The three major

towns — Lexington, Cozad, and Gothenburg— as well as two of
the county* s four remaining villages are located within the
valley,^
The P3L&‘
fct?e vatlloy

always

as i?he nat?ura3*

route to the West , Although the Herman and Oregon Trails
passed through the county, they contributed little to its
early settlement.

The greatest impetus for settlement came

'With the passage of the Homestead Act of 1362 and the subse
quent completion of the Union Pacific Bailroad.6
Bawson County was organized by an act of the state
legislature in 1871 and by 1677 had grown to a population of
2,716 with eight organized villages*

She early settlers

were nearly all farmers, most of whom took advantage of the
Government's liberal land disposal policies to obtain their
4Ibld.. p* 26. .Several small tributaries of the
Platte also flow through the county, such as Plum Creek,
Buffalo Creek, Elm Creek, and Wood Biver, but these streams
do not join the river within the confines of the county*
%bid., p. 20.

^Jbid,* pp. 22-24-.

land.

%

the early 1900*a meet of the tillable lead had

been homesteaded* and the farmers mere beginning to solve
the many problems inherent in fuming the ae-M-arid,.treeless
high plains * fhe county's population grew rapidly Cueing
the first half~c$nbury .of settlement , .and while no parbioa**
lar nationality dominated this settlement* emigrants from
northern Europe affixed in the greatest numbers
■fhe early homesteaders tended to congregate in the
fertile valley% Ihe rolling Mila flanking the valley on
the north .and south were largely the domain of ■the cattle
men*

la good years these Mils were covered with grass

which provided summer gracing, .for livestock, but in dry
years the grass burned, and the cattlemen had to look else
where for feed*

these hills merge into a tableland which

extends beyond the boundaries, of the county*

fhe table

land is veined with canyons and gorges and is covered with
soil which is only slightly less productive than that of
the valley*^ the upland portions of the county include approximately fifty-one per cent of the land area— fourteen
per cent in the southwest and thirty-seven per cent in the
northeast*^
- " n ^ r r r n r v r ^ i r j - r . ~ f i r r , j- t r . : - ; t iM C i- ir u j j ji H n ' T r i i i u i r ^ t r 'iip rr~ rn i

»ri,i:r~ iT r ir rjiii.n rr'iii.ifl'ijrrf i/ji i n niim i iu i r i r ^ n n r r - if ^ ir / t r i: —

rvirr--1—

>■, - r!r — r ,r -■ l——r- -»■-*■

7ibia.
S2£e Lexington Oilpper, April 25* 1955* p. 1.
%tevens and 0buart, "Overall Economic Development
Program," p. 49*
Ibid., p, 25.

See map, p. v*

M

£*

m agricultural county, th©

natural conditions affecting the growth of orofa and live
stock m m vital to the county1a economic weil-being*

The

fQjE^s.eiTa of bh© uj)lan^ia an>d tixe val1©,y are 01oaaei
d> with*■
excellent soil which i# veaey productive when provided with
aufficiont moiaturo*^^
the vital variant in the pmtoetioa of crops' is the
availability of ssoiature#

Sine©' lawaon Sounty is located in

the high plains wbev© adOfuat© rainfall is, at best, incOn*
siatert, the farmer1© economic position prior to the advent
of extensive well irrigation was precarious*

the county1s

annual avenge rainfall, totals about tweaty~two inches, and
fortunately, the maSority of the rain falls during the early
ip
portion, of the 150-day growing season*4
Since farmers
generally,'estimate that a rainfall of thirty inches .is re
quired to produce a satisfactory corn crop, the problem of
inadequate moisture has always plagued the county.1'*
$o.compensate for the- ineonsisteney and lack of rain
fall» a system of irrigation ditches was constructed during
the 1890's.14 five major canals were constructed, and by
11lbid., pp. *9-5©*
12irthur Clarence Schmieding, "Geographic Patterns of
failure of Wheat and Corn in Hebraska, 1951-1912" (unpub
lished Raster's thesis, Department of GeographfjCniirersity
of Hebraska, 195*)» P* ?; Stevens and Stuart, "Overall Econ
omic Development Program,* p. 21*•

6

hffi, there were over five hundred miles of ditches with
45 ,000 acres under permanent irrigation rights within the
county. ^

Since the source of water for the- canals was the

Platte, which often ran very low (occasionally even running
dry) during 'the critical growing season, the system of canals
did not provide sufficient irrigation for tin county.16
Hell irrigation, which was later to become a great
stabilising factor for the county’s agriculture, was not used
extensively prior to the 1950's,

'in 1952, there'were."less

then one hundred wells in the county, which irrigated under
three thousand acres,

host of these were located in the

valley.1'’ therefore, many farmers.in the county, especially
those .in the upland areas which could neither he ditch nor
well-irrigated, were forced to rely on fickle "Mother Mature"
for their.-indispensable moisture *
One factor which to some degree modified the effects
of' extremely dry periods, such -as the aid-1950'e» was the
relatively high 'water table,

the county water table normally

remains at the level of the Platte, and though it does not
materially aid the upland farmers, it does insure moisture

^

™

Program," p. |5.
^fhe i^gdwgton Clipper. April 25, 1955, P* ll fames
6* Adams (Dawson County Agent}, "Annual Heport of
>f r
Cooperating
Work in .Agriculture and Xems Economics, Dawson County, State
of Hebraska, 1940," p.

7
tor m m of the valley farmers’ most important crops, alfalfa.
Even in the driest years, farmers 'in the valley can depend
upon the extensive root system of the alfalfa to reach down
to the life-giving sub-surface water.1® As late as I960,
over fifty per cent of the ■county's alfalfa was irrigated by
the high water table.^
Agriculture in hawson County was fairly well diversi
fied at the beginning of the 1950*s. According to the
figures of the county agent, in 1929, fifty-seven per cent
of the cropland was planted, to com, twelve per cent to
alfalfa, and seventeen per cent to wheat and other grains
While c o m and wheat were cultivated throughout the county,
alfalfa was almost strictly limited to' the valley*

With

nearly 50,000 acres of alfalfa planted annually in the
C01i2jQl!^rp v*X©

0*(r03J^ tw
m

could easily be seen*

JT8UG^HS JLlSi

^0A»—*0jy

curing the fnirtfos, alfalfa was

falfa ban hfifen fenrtm, •fcp wa«A wnta down through the soil as
far as twenty feet to 'water* Since the water table 'in'the'
valley rarely drops below this level, alfalfa production is
relatively stable in this area* C o m and wheat, however, do
not have 'such well-developed .root structures and rarely can
.reach water which is beyond, eight feet below the isurface.
SHCl Srwll^npf ■-P^#|^8yyi ^©0JDlOI0jL0 l#0V^A0pi&021v Jr^0^3(?8Blp t>. 32: John 1* Weaver. Boot Development of field Crons (Hew
fork: ' HcGraw-Hill Book'l^pmyTlW)', pp.ISlT 1§I,229.
p. 36*
20Ada»e, "County Agent's Beport* 1940," p. 52a*
fhese percentages come from a special report' inserted within
vlt© 3^g^XQ36?
2?0po.i?^ c.&iuu$S25^$ tli0 'Sp^CiSyL pagin&tion*
21ibid.. 1936, p. 70.

the county's leading export crop. Nearly one-half of the
total production was sent outside of the county, while
virtually all of the c o m crop was consumed within the
county* Othercrops which were' grown in the county during
the 1930's included sugar beets, potatoes, barley, rye, wild
hey, .and. oats*®2
While nearly seventy per cent of the land area of
the county was devoted to the- production of crops, livestock
production accounted for over three-fourths of the total
farm income* 5 She availability of alfalfa, com, and pas
ture land made the county an ideal feeding ground for
livestock*2*1' 'In 1936, the farmers and ranchers of Dawson
County fed 47,342 cattle, 101,600 hogs and 57,629 sheep,25
In 1930, the average farm in Dawson County included
235 acres with an approximate value of 319,540.

these

figures, however, accurately reflected neither the average
valley farm nor the average upland farm* the average valley
farm included fewer acres with a higher value per acre*

In

the table lands the fares were somewhat larger with less
^ibid.. 1940, p* 52*
2% * S., bureau of the Census,
ament, to the itatiatloal Abatr?
[gvoisLp a#* vfT u# S*
p, 231*''Hereafter cited as County Data Bopk* 1940.
Dexington Clipper. April 25, 1995, p. 1*
25fhe Cosed .
local* December 30, 199®, P* 1*
26U. S., Bureau of the Census, Sixteenth Census of the
United States, 1940* Agriculture. X* 57®.
........
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value per acre , and. in tbs bills where the land was sharply
~

S,03^.pssSW 0f

tfflA kol&Sjags

were

extremely large with lew per acre values* ^
By 1930, the population of bawson County was. divided
nearly equally between t o m and farm residents.

Of.the

county's 17»8?5 persons, 8,012. resided in the seven toms
and villages; however, 1,515 of these persons lived in vil
lages of under six hundred residents.

She 'population

density totaled about eighteen persons per square mile, the
bulb of-whoa resided in the Platte valley.2^ While the
coujrby had &o

dDmiziaBi? naljionali'fclas9 g&co&f oar

religions» it demonstrated most of the ethnic character!sties
1A

ox too Grroat; Fiaiiis,
^«orth European j>a?ovoatJaaiJisiii#

Since manufacturing did not pley a large role in the
life of the county, the towns were tied economically to agri
culture*

As late as 1939, there were only sixteen small

i!iariiifn*.tin'<wg firms employing an approximate total of 112
persons in the county.^1 The toms and villages provided
2”this evaluation was made by examining the 1932
county assessment records and a 1932 map of Dawson County
Which included ell of the land, holdings in the cotmty. The
records and map are in the files of the bawson Cotmty Asses
sor's office in the county courthouse in lexington.
2®The lexinaton Clipper. January 9» 1901, p. 1.
2^Couatv Data Booh, 1900* p. 248*
^Stevens
and Stuart, "Overall Economic Development
TlaAi'.Jk
D
ixograiay
p« J2&.
^County Bata Book. 1940. p. 252.

essential services for the farmer, and la tarn, were quite
dependent ©a his business. the editor of the Lexington
Clipper estimated la 1933 that the business firms of that
community relied ©a the farmer* for seventy-five per ©eat of
their business.^ this estimate w

probably accurate,

since the other papers in the county made frequent refer
ences to the importance of the farmer in their editorials
and frequent appeals to farm business in their advertise
ments,
M e to the relatively equal populations of the three
major towns, none has ever effectively dominated the
eouaty's political, social or economic life*

In this respect

Dawson County m m perhaps unique in the Great Heins region*
Each of the county's three leading communities, however,
probably exerted some influence over its surrounding area*
Lexington, the largest town, with a 1930 population of 2,962,
is situated in the east-central portion of the county.
Cosad, fourteen miles_west of Lexington,.had the Smallest
population of the three, with 1,813 persons*

'Gothenburg.,,

near the western edge of the county,, had a 1930’population,
of 2,322.

the villages of the county provided services for

" fhe Lexington Gilmer. January -5,■1933, p. ■2. .
Gamuell Mbell. in xhe 1wfeare'"oi American Politics, maintains
that while small rural" towns''"!!! the kiddie Vestwer© depen
dent on agriculture for their prosperity, the townspeople
identified themselves with business interests, not’the..inter
ests of the farmer. Samuell Labell, .the Mture of American
Politics (2nd ad*.rev* t Garden City, New Yorki Ttoubleday and
GbmpahyV Inc., /T95&7), p. 182*

more localized areas.

©verton, tbs biggest of the villages*

situated near the eastern border of the county near the
Platte, had a 1930 population of 600,

faraam, la the ex

treme southwestern corner, had 394 persons, while Sumner
and Eddyville, in the northeastern portion of the county,
had populations of 29? and 224 respectively*^

She towns

and villages of the county ter® populated largely by re
tired farmers, landowners, small businessmen and professional
men, and the employees of the oyer 450 retail and wholesale
stores and service establishments *^
.In some respects, Bawson County in the 1930*0 resem
bled the Croat Plains in miniature*

hue to its varied

topography, it provided a combined picture of both the mar
ginal and the prosperous farmer* $he county's agriculture,
while reasonably diversified, was concentrated toward the
production of livestock and common midwestem crops,

She

major towns of the county provided a picture of the raidweste m "main street,* and its villages were typical of those
found throughout the American farm belt.

Consequently, a

study of how the severe conditions of the early Shirtiee
affected the attitudes of the people of the county should
provide some general insight on rural attitudes in the Great
Plains during the Depression*
■

Bureau of the Census, fifteenth

p. v, '''''

•

"sasBtt m m . M m * , mo.* pp. 252-53.
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US' BEPBBSSIOIf ARB SHE 1932
the depression of the 1930's did not reach the eentral portion of Hebraska until 1931.

While farm prices did

begin to sag late in 1929 and dropped sharply the following
y

'isrifca not ti&Ml Isis#

-of &931

&i#**

heartening effects of this decline were actually felt.
She continued price descent through 1932 placed the already
weakened economy in a state of collapse,

farmers stood by

helplessly as the falling prices drastically reduced their
income and purchasing power.

p

Bren the above average crop

yields of the first three years of the decade only caused
frustration for the farmer, for .after the harvest he often
found that his costs exceeded his receipts.-*
Hoyd Glover, Jr., “She Economic Effects of Drouth
and Repression on Custer County" (unpublished Raster's
thesis, Department of Economics, University of Hebraska,
1950), pp. 6-8; James C. Olson, History of Hebraska (Mncoln,
Hebraskat University of Hebraska Press,T?9$5)» p. 30Q.
% he index of farm purchasing power, which was based
on a 1909-1914 average, dropped from 90 in 1928 to 62 in
1931, and to a disastrous 53 in 1932* H a m income dropped
to the index figure of 41 for the same period* Glover,
"Drouth and Depression in Custer County,* pp. 6-7; Self
Ualdemar Ordal, "History of the Federal farm Program in He
braska" (unpublished Master's thesis, Graduate College,
university of Hebraska, 1941), p* 39.
%he excellent harvests of the early 1930*8 were
brought by adequate rainfall, the county received 28.17
\P

Farm prices continued downward through 1932 to alltime low@.

Com, the moot universal crop in the county, had

dropped from a high of 71# per bushel in 1928, to 13# in
1932*

Wheat fell, from 94# to 17#*

Alfalfa, the county's

second-ranking crop, declined from 810 per ton to 84.10.
livestock prices took a similar elide as cattle, which had
sold for' 812*60 per hundredweight in 1928, went -to 84*10 in
1932*

Hogs dropped from 811.50 to 82.30 and sheep from 89

to I2.-35.4
She price decline affected the county in varying
degrees of severity*

While the corn and wheat prices caused

individual farmers considerable grief, their effect on. the
county's economy- was relatively moderate, since local live
stock consumed most of the com, and wheat constituted only
eight per cent of the county's cropland.** She decline of
alfalfa sad livestock prices, however, caused great economic•
dislocations*

Shese commodities were responsible for bring

ing substantial outside income into the county*

Since the

sale of cattle, hogs, and sheep ordinarily accounted for
inches of rain in 1930, 20.78 inches in 1931, and 24*39
inches in 1932* She hexfagtoa Clipper, May 23, 1939* P* 31928 and 1432 llincoln. RebraskaT ltate-ge^ri
KH'culturai Statistics, 1928 and 1932), 1928. pp. 118-20;
p* 3*
^James C. Adams (Dawson County Agent), "Annual Report
of fseparating Work in.Agriculture and Home Economics, Baw
son County, State of Hebraska, 1930,“ p. 52; "1940," p. 52a.
the "a" denotes a special report inserted within the regular
antxual report*
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over seventy per cent of the local farm revenue, the extreme
price decline in these commodities brought near disaster to
the economic life of tie county,

$he sub-standard price

for alfalfa precipitated a financial crisis of major pro
portions which was only averted late in 1932.

Buring tie

1920*3, about one-half of tie county's annual -alfalfa crop
was normally Slipped to Kansas Oity to be sold, to buyers
for tie Wisconsin dairy industry.

In 1932, however, since

1dxe cost of slipping a ton of alfalfa to Kansas Oity was
$5»20, and alfalfa was selling for only $4.90 per ton, tie
cost of slipping alone exceeded the price .received.

Con

sequently, it appeared a» if nearly one-half of tie county's
toted production would not be exported.''7 But, tie catas
trophe -was avoided in November when the Union Pacific
management, after frequent urging by state and local officials,
*.

..

V

^

Farmers who specialized in minor crops also felt tie
bite of tie price decline in tie fall of 1932.

fhe potato

farmers, most of whom were situated near dosed, were faced
With prices similar to those of other commodities.

She Posad

local reported that one farmer, after shipping 170 Sachs of
excellent potatoes which had cost aixty-aeven dollars to
produce, received only 85.69 for the whole load*

the people

* *
1932* 9* **
Agricultural
Statistics. ?®tlember„27’
1932. p. 3*
7fhe Gogad local, October 11, 1932, p. 1.
8Ibia., Bovember 25, 1932, p. 1.

of Cozad, in response to the local crisis, initiated an
"eat more potatoes” campaign whieh, though well-intentioned.,
probably aided the farmers only slightly.^
the moat tragic manifestation of the decline in farm
Income could he aeon in the rapid increase in farm fore
closures.

the farm mortgage problem had been building since

the period of farm expansion during and just following
World War 1, .and the price calamity of 1931 and 1932 caused
many farms to fall under the sheriff’s hammer on **><» steps
of the courthouse,

late in. the 3?wenties, farm foreclosures

generally averaged under fifteen per year in the county, but
HO
by 1932* the number had more than doubled*
One reason for the jaa® in foreclosures was the lack
of credit facilities for the farmer,

federal farm credit

had existed since the pre-war years, but due to complicated
administration, many farmers were unwilling, or unable, to
1,
take advantage of it*
She money crisis forced insurance
companies and local banks to push for the repayment of loans,
and. with private sources of capital dry, and public relief
sot yet in sight, foreclosures were inevitable.
%bid»« September 20, 1932, p. 1; August 16, 1932,
p. A.
■Stem foreclosures in the county totaled twelve in
1930, fifteen in 1991, and thirty-four in 1932. Sale Docket
of Dawson County, hebraska, 111,' 108-201 (from the files of
the Clerk of the District Court, Dawson County Courthouse,
lemlagtom, Hebraska).

m
4ja& &® sssi‘Iske

of 1*h© banks ***>4 iBSSBBSOB

oostpomiea to acpoo-so' £$$& Kte S'Wbs&&
were left toMm*

©lim i?oi#oa?oo©.

When thefarmer could pay

were turned overto the local courts.

no more, matters

Local lawyers were

faced with the problem of finding ways to postpone legal
action until the crops were harvested, for if this wore
eeean i f c . O f f ' odfakr
iLfc?&fK-^i«ksuit
^
jCIJSm 'mum amTf^rjjftL- i«-w> 1>4 ^^iL'i^sw
3
^00©S.wJt©| ft# V38ajft' llOp8tt #t
§J10i,w«h80
x'S33S1#^03? OOUiw
B16IC6 © A83?§0

enough payment to forestall foreclosure for another year*
fudges were usually sympathetic to these appeals, hut often
they were:forced to award ownership to the forecloser.12
fax foreclosures were responsible for much ill will in the
county*

Irate farmers often threatened sheriffs, judges,

or anyone else connected with the forced Sale of farms* ■*
Occasionally they even handed together to obstruct the fore
closure sale of S neighbor's land*

By refusing to hid

themselves, and by preventing outside bidding, they made It
-
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closures, since farm consolidations, which were the result
of foreclosures, frequently forced them from the land*
Since over one-half of the county's farmers wore tenants,
■personal Interview by author with William Stewart,
prominent local .lawyer and Bepubliean leader, Lexington,
Hebraska, August 16, 1966.
1%ersonal Interview by author with State Senator
Albert Kjar, Lexington, Hebraska, August 16, 1966; Adams,
"County Agent's Beport, 1932," p., 96*
142yar Interview, August 16, 1966.

dispossessed tenants became a serious problem in
1932.15
2he towns and tillages of the county also felt the
squeeze of low farm prices and general economic stagnation*
She number of business failures was increasing and the
local merchants who kept their doors opes were generally in
trouble and were often carried for extended periods by the
local banks.1*’ Fortunately, the basking crisis» which
brought widespread economic chaos throughout the country is
the early 1950's, was not felt so severely in the county*
Although the highest mortality rate for banks was recorded
in areas dependent upon staple crops, Dawson County fared
much t$0t1*03?
nusabox*

sl*glt%

been 02S3p.00%0&«

bti&lgg? $m Bawson Qowut^ wee

W&LXb tike
TOcluced during

ttm Uiirtiea, moat of ttds reduetion took place after
Eooseveit *s Saak Holiday of Hareb, t$33*

With the exception

^ % M d * 1 tl. S** Bureau of the Beusua, Sixteenth 0eg.~
SSS £2. JESTi^ted 8tate.s»i 1240. Agriculture, 1,537. '
Senator Kjar estimated business failures to average
from three to five annually in Bexington alone in the early
thirties. Shis estimate was probably valid since Nebraska
business failures jumped from'202 in 193© to 560 in 1952*
Kjar interview, August 16, 1966t Personal Interview by
author with William Young, President of the Cozed State Bank,
Cozad, Nebraska, August 15, 1966$ Edgar Z. Palmer, Statisti
cal Abstract of Nebraska Business, Nebraska Economic and
SueihQsa lepbrtsj No. 1 (Mhcoin, Nebraska* Department of
Business Administration, University of Nebraska, 1997/, p* 48.
^Broadus Hitchell, Depression Decade1 Prom
through New Deal. 1929-1941. vol.lXof She
~
of the United states C9 vola.* New York* E ............
paay, lhc., 2l9^27J, P* 128* in Custer County, directly to
the north of Dawson County, three banks closed in 1950,
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of the failure of an Overton hank in Hovember, 1929* which
was largely the result of mismanagement , few county deposi
tors lost appreciable amounts of money.1® She fact that four
bank consolidations occurred after 1932 Indicated* however,
that although the hanks stayed open* many were in difficult
straits,1^ If these banks were trader great pressure in 1932,
it was reflected neither in the newspapers of the county
nor la.the private records of the bahts*

in fact* one of the

banks which was later involved .in a 1933 consolidation re-'
corded in the duly* 1932* meeting of its board of directors*
There have boon no 'withdrawals of large depos
its by customers of late months— confidence in bants
&PP&&&B f?0 provall.. 4s
ooBSEtsii^#
■$£

"III® %$&$£

tors .in Oozad was frequently supported, by editorial state-^
meats in the county’s papers predicting the return of
prosperity, real optimism was probably not prevalent in 1932.
ft would be -most difficult to believe that any towns, as
dependent'upon agricultural prosperity as were those In
Dawson County, could have avoided the tremendous dislocations
seven .in 1931, and five in 1932. ©lover* “Drouth and De
pression in Ouster Gounty»,! p.' 10.
*%he SeMnaton Clipper, Hay 8f, 1999* P* 1.

Minutes of the 'Meeting of the Directors of the: Cozad State Bank, Cozad, Nebraska, July 30, 1932 (in the files
of the bank at Cozad* Hebraska).
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probability9 unemployment was high, due not only to the in
creased foreclosures, but also to the decreased buying power
JSv sWfrjbd 'J9
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to ley off employees.21 While tbs unemployment problem un
doubtedly caused some problems' through, 'the Summer of 1922,
farm work probably moderated its effects. After the har*V©B*fe»p liOWST6Jf Wl>*fe>fck ftHS W©3?lC 11HS70j.l&l)X0 ^l^i- llfXB^©3*
approaching, the county faced a crisis.22 Shis fact lias,
demonstrated in October them both Lexington and Oozad formed
welfare committees for tbs collection and. distribution of
essentials for the needy.2^ these committees 'worked dili
gently to relieve the difficulties Of the unemployed* but
the continued existence of petty thievery and numerous
transients in the county indicated that some larger relief
n&

agency was. needed.
21Bo figures are available giving an accurate assess
ment of unemployment in the county at this time, She 1930
figure of three per cent would obviously not hold true for
1912. U. S., Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth jtensas of the
>* ** WV*
22It should be noted that the county newspapers made
little mention of local unemployment problems* In fact* 'the
papers generally played down any ill effects of Depression.
Shis, however* warn not surprising, for it was common prac
tice among'small town papers to.engage in local "boosteriaauM
QUfftf* October ?, 1932, p* If & &
, 1932* p, 1*
^Dawson County Pioneer. December 2, 1932* p* Ij ■
ary 29, %9fW* p*'l* who transient problem Was primarily

As conditions continued to worsen both'locally and
nationally through 1932, the people of Dawson County gradu
ally oasts to look more .and store to Washington for some sort
Of solution to their problems*

While this represented a

partial shift in attitudes, the change was quite natural*
•¥116 J^3?015^0IlBtS WwiOil- €fc.v^0C wQ(31 vfil0 JT^3E?®©3? eLfltJi0W0OB> 0OyUtjy jU£X
1932 were-of national..* and not local* origin* Bis harvest
had been good*
.income downward,

It was the price situation which drove his
therefore * as did M s Populist forefathers,

he began to seek assistance from the only public body truly
I

capable of Influencing prices— the federal Government,

So

a very large degree* prior to 1999* the farmer was- dis
appointed*
President Herbert Soever*a farm program centered
around the federal farm Board* established under the Agri
cultural Marketing Act of 1929*
$$ 1yr^|iY*fitr^
^
tja.jMtA JkL. ■
aiu
Of09lV

fbe farm Board was designed
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solving the problems of a major depression, "it was wholly
inadequate and doomed to failure from the beginning. * -** At
limited to those towns in the county which were situated on
the Union Pacific mainline.
fbe welfare committees -usually provided direct relief
to the needy* fhe lexington Committee, however* did estab
lish a woodpile at which men could work for their handouts,
thus avoiding the outright dole* Ejar Interview* August 16,

first tine far® Board w t M p t w to promote larger and stronger
marketing cooperatives, but as th© price tread continued
downward, the Board eventually tried to stabilize prices by
buying surpluses.26 *he surplus buying, however, tended to
It

p&g0xm to

&W&&
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end forcing the prices down further,2^ By the fall of 1932,
the price .situation was sufficient evidence to convince the
farmers of Dawson County, and the nation, that Hoover’s pro
gram would not work.2®
W a t the farmers specifically' advocated to replace
the farm Board cannot be determined; however, it can be
assumed that their desires leaned toward more direct federal
iff lin W S U MS ul
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some &&a?0to relief in

the form of emergency seed loans.2^ Sat only forty-eight
local farmers received benefits from this program* a fact
which attested to the paucity of aseistanco from Washing
ton.^0
;2%d*2m ®* Hours©, Soyernmentin gelationto Aggipl
tore (Washington! ®he Brookings Institute, 1940^, p. 899,
27Mitchell, Depression Decade, p. 69.
2®for a couplet© discussion of the farm Beard# see
Sheodore Saloutos -and John Si Hicks, Agricultural Bfaconten
.the Kiddle West, 1900-1919
ty of'Wisconsin Preas^ 2*§tl/), pp. COl-JC, or Benedict,
farm Policies. pp* 239-6?.

t

2^Pawaon County Pioneer. 'Kerch 18, %9M* P* 1*
^°$h© loans totaled #9,185*
Haport, 1922,” pp.

Adame* "County Agent’s
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In aplte of the failure of the Hoover Administration
to relieve the severe, economic dislocations of the early
1930 *a» widespread condemnation of the President did not
find expression in the local newspapers,

fhree of -the

four major papers in the county were solidly Republican and
Wlp s w » r j j r
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of the federal Government
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Ehey emphasized the proposi

tion that Washington's primary role in times of depression'
was to economise, not to s p e n d . l a fact,, The Cozad local's
atbacbmemt 150 W&qv ®# wbs 0# B'teonn bb&t?

£a3EB p3tfL&&&

took a slight tana for the hotter in August, 1932, the
President's program was given credit*** She 1932 election,
I M p I ■CX0l0t3?3^jr <*0BOStwv3?0Ct, lSf3U3*w *1130110 is0J5BbA*0313. Jj3fl$j3B3^IS
did not accurately reflect the opinion of the majority of
the county*a voters toward Hoover.
Bawson County, possibly due to its cross-section of
Ss SSSb s

cob & H& obs ,

IjMS# been i^stoly

o£ b&0

WSSss lm%|,1f# 0# ibs .ssWBBiisESiig, sbbb Jja W6b3*&0b&* bb®
Plains, and the nation.

In the presidential elections from

^*lhe only paper printed by a Democrat was T.^_ .
~ [, and for .the most part, it remained neutral
tout the decade* as did the 'Miritogtoa S&lpnsr and. Paw*
ion Countv Pioneer, whose editors were. — „— ,—
iozad local. however, was more openly Bepuhlican.
5 $he Cozad Meal, dune 7, 1932* p. 2s duly 12* 1932,
p. 7; Hovemter 1, ifft, p. 2| Bawson County Pioneer, february 19* 1932, p. 2.
5% he Cozad Mptl, August If, 1932, p. 2,

1900 through 192®, the county, with only two exceptions,
voted with the nation and the northern treat Plains.^

Bar

ing 'the. twenties* the county 'had established a firm tradition
0 i B@fUblteaai.Stt*

duly in 1924 was, the GOP candidate’s ma

jority narrow, as the combined totals for the Progressive,
Robert H. haPollette, and the Democrat, lobn W. Davis* nearly
equaled the votes for Calvin Goolidge.

In 1920 and 1928*

however* the Bepubllcaa candidates compiled strong majorities.
Harding* in 1920* carried the county by a two to one margin;
Hoover's majority in 192® was even gfeater.^
ffae Hoover landslide in 1926 clearly demonstrated the
strength of the Bepuhlican tradition in Dawson County.

In

the primary elections* nearly eighty per cent of the 2,546
voters chose Bepuhlican ballots.5^

When the -national par

ties had picked their candidates,.the county m s forced to
choose between "the lesser of two evils*"
C V e ia k « . wlbw*l*m.
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WmfrmMMZki ino jrreaiaeixtjlaX y0l^#d jfflggy*
1932 (Stanford, California! fhe stanrora UMverexW frees,"
719^7), pp. 52, 263. She elections of 19GO and 1908 were
the exceptions, aod- in both cases Jfebraska’s William Jennings
Jo2?y033.
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in Dawson C ounty’ s econom ic a re a shows th a t d u rin g th e 1920’ e
th e B e p u b lica n m a jo ritie s were v e ry s im ila r in th e e n tir e
&23.0.

B 3?0C ltieX llf£ Q £0$3£ O f «0O3^0S'IC;Oa

O b O fX .0.0

fo se p h E n ib b s, "fh e P o lit ic a l Hap o f H ebraeka, 1900-1934"
(u n p u b lis h e d M a s te r's th e s is . Departm ent o f H is to ry , H n iv e ra it y o f H ebraska, 19951* p * 145,
^B aw son C ounty A b s tra c t o f to te s , 11, 96* 103*

(In the office of the County Clerk)

185978

2%

western farm vote, the Hoover landslide showed that Bawson
County would not vote for a wet, Catholic, fammany Democrat*
toe fact that many farmers blamed Soever for the lew war
time price of wheat and identified him with the eastern
Industrial interests tod opposition to Ifctory-Haugeniam,
made the Bepuhlican victory seem even more impressive.^'7
toat Hoover lacked any large following .in the county tod
Become evident in the April primary when he tod received only'
eighty of the more, than 2,500 Bepuhlican votes cast.^8
therefore, it was more than likely that the Bepuhlican land
slide reflected Hoover's popularity less than the unpopu
larity of Smith and the Democrats.
Even after economic conditions tod Begun to
deteriorate, the Sepuhlican tradition persisted.

In the 1950

primary, over eighty per cent of those voting .again chose
Republican ballots.^

in the general election, though

Bebrasto returned only two Republicans to Congress, Dawson
County voted strongly for the conservative Bepublican
g ilb e r t 0 * S ite , *"She A g r ic u ltu r a l Issu e in th e
P re s id e n tia l Campa ig n of 1 9 2 8 K ig s iS B lp p i V a lle y M s to :
c a l Review. xBStt (B a rch , 1 95 1 )7
.
Haugen b i l l o f to e 1920*s re p re se n te d an a tte m p t to p ro v id e
p a r ity p ric e s f o r a g ric u ltu ra l, goods th ro u g h in d ir e c t gov
ernm ent p u rch a sin g o f to e s u rp lu se s f o r S ale overseas* to e
b i l l had .co nsid e ra b le fa rm s u p p o rt, -to d when President G al
vin G oolidge ve to e d i t tw ic e in 192? and 1928, a la rg e
number o f fa rm e rs were a lie n a te d * H oover’ s o p p o s itio n to
to e b i l l w h ile s e rv in g as S e c re ta ry of Commerce u n d e r C o o lidge made h is candidacy somewhat u n p o p u la r in fa rm a re a s.
^D aw son C ounty A b s tra c t o f V o te s, 11,

Ibid*. II, 116,

B o b e rt G* Simmons for C ongress, as w e ll

m for

th e nom inal

B e p u b lica n S e n a to r, George V . H a rris
th e r e e l te s t o f th e B ep u b lica n tr a d itio n in Dawson
'County o w e in 1952,

Between 1930 and 1952, th e D epression

h it th e co u n ty w ith f u l l fo rc e , end w ith , p ric e s f a llin g and
fo re c lo s u re s r is in g , a ttitu d e s began to change*

th e p ro s 

p e c t o f fo re c lo s u re s may have been th e s tro n g e s t inducem ent
to th is change*
to n and women who have liv e d in d u s trio u s , com
fo r ta b le , and co n te n te d liv e s have fa ce d b ra v e ly th e
lo s s o f lu x u rie s and c o m fo rts , b u t th e re is a decided
oh&xxgQ $m ish&ix
*bowaild t>h& #4sbs#Sb4 aaad
economic powers th a t be when c o n d itio n s ta ke away
t h e ir homes a n d .im p e ril th e co n tin u e d e x is te n c e o f
t h e ir fa m ilie s * *

By A p r il, 1951, i t had become app a re n t th a t th e Soever
AdmiaisbratAoa was is. political trouble in the midwest.
In H ebraska, th e B epublloaas* W are o f th e p a rty p re fe re n ce
b a llo ts f e l l o f f s h a rp ly in th e p rim a ry , and the- tre n d was

even stronger in Bawson County.7*^ She number of GOP ballots
DOtiii

vLh.'

•—

jSM»t 11» 129*

I t should be noted, however, that
a&a Simmoiis naa strong pd^don&x xollowings 3*33, t?&e
—a_.
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county and their party affiliations may have had little to
do with, their elections* Shis was particularly'true of
Horris, since he was a constant critic of the -Hoover Admin
istration and a HeBary-Baugenite.
^Remley J. Glass, "Gentlemen, fhe Cora Belt!"
ier'8. CIXVII (July. 19553', in David A* Shannon.(ed.),....
"VeweoG Cliffs, tow Jersey* Prentice, inc.* /X95Q/j* p» 22«
'G e rtru d e Amy S lic h te r , " fr a n k lin D. B o o se ve lt and
th e Harm P roblem , 1929-1932,* th e H la s ia s lp n i V a lle y H is to riReview, TUSM, (S eptem ber, i f 5 6 ), 258-59*

George Henry fisher, "fhe Besponse of Hebraskans to
national political Issues, 1928-1952,* (unpublished Master’s

dropped from 1,988 to 1928 to 1,239 to 1932, with Hoover re
ceiving only 156 preference votes to the totter year*
* » c r . « c m o m .
%

m

toe

u llW2. «

toe end of August, Hoover's chances of capturing

the f a n tote had declined even further*

toe "Bonus Army"

episode to July convinced many people that Hoover lacked
sympathy with toe plight of toe common man*^

toe Presi

dent *s statements on providing assistance to agriculture
also cost him dearly to toe c o m halt* to August 11, he
said j
there to no relief to toe farmer by extending
vemment bureaucracy to control his production and
us curtail his liberties, nor by subsidies that

t

etou-M1.n w .itfii
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1 shall oppose it*®
toe candidacy of a Democrat with far more farm appeal
than Al Smith else weakened Hoover’s position* franklin
Delano Booaevelt, though a Sew Xorker, exhibited many quali
fications which

drew

farmers to M s side*

first of all,

Soosevelfs acceptable social background and religious
affiliation 'Counteracted the Catholic-Immigrant association
which Smith had attached to'the Democratic standard. .His
thesis. Department of Htotery* Bniversity of Hebraska, 1958),
pp# 125-M*
■^Dawson C ounty .A b s tra c t o f V o te s, I I , 9 6 , 103, lj5b*

139•
^fisher, "Heeponee of Hebraskans,* p*. 102*
^Joseph Staacliffe Davie, Wheat and the AAA (Washing
ton, S. 0** toe Brookings institution, 1933), p« 32*

home in Dutchess County .gave M m some Maim to an agrarian
heritage.

Roosevelt*s progressiveness as a governor, M s

repudiation of the Eeague of nations, .sad M s early battles
H ftX X 0yLl30 ojPO H ^jltSi 3Sl^yiy

fiw lG 3?0Hv fit 9 €U3 ^31x u. o ll6

B o o s e v e lt. name, w h ich had lo n g been p o p u la r' in J fe b ra s k a .^
th ro u g h -the gammer o f 1932, th e B o o se ve lt appeal
g ra d u a lly began to ca p tu re ' th e im a g in a tio n o f H ebraskans.
K8Kt*H concept* $# t& e *,£OjCgo1?t»oii

m*my JT&W,03?0

tftk&t t#&0

concerned’
,with their plight.

m

& * cams .$& a SSSiB' wlxexx

.ASslsSSS^BlSiSS WB6 XXOt>
Even more than this, loose-

v e lt prom ised a c tio n , le a d e rs h ip and new ideas, a t a 'tim e.

when many felt that there was a void in these areas in Wash08
Beginning in September, Soever made a determined
attempt, to recapture the farm vote of the Hidwest by re#03? the $&&&&%• and
promising immediate aid.4^ Boosevelt met Seover*® belated
efforts with an increased appeal to agricultural areas,
culminating with a speech In Kansas on September 14.. In M s
famous fopeka speech, Boosevelt advocated population rea&justa&e*rfc, *th.e aa&iaag- o£ financial tntsNteMI t?taoug& %ox
^Slichter, "fSB .and the Barm Problem,*’ p* 238; Boy
f. Peel and Sbomas G. Manelly, ghe 19g2 P.ampaignt
‘
Chew Pork*. Barrar and Binehart, inc.» /1935/J,
^Biaher, "Response of Hebraskans," pp. •127-29.
4%lichter, "BDB and the Perm 'Problem,* p. 239*

reductions and farm, credit, the refinancing of farm mort
gagee, and a vague plan to bring about adequate farm prices.-*0
Previously, Boosevelt had also supported tariff reduction
and land planning to interest the farmer*^
While Boosevelt's campaign undoubtedly brought 'many
local farmers to his side, his appeal apparently had less
effect on' the town merchants*

In August, 19ft, the Cozad

bocal evaluated the Democratic candidate!
Hr, Boosevelt has as little conception of the
needs ;of the -territory west of Hew fork state .as any
other:man whose physical and mental .conditions have
confined him to fSJ small area. . . . We will not
-to. OU3? 2?0pUbl#0BBi*SBa-^
k

She merchant mentality was more clearly demonstrated in. a
straw vote held by the bexfngton Chamber of Commerce shortly
before the election*

Hoover won a remarkable two to one

majority over Roosevelt,-*^
By election time the attention of maty Hebraskans
centered on three .major issues in the campaign*

She first

and most obvious was the farm question, which included the
problems of prices, .'mortgages, and tariffs*

fhe second

issue revolved around the question of relief and its relation
^°Xbid.. pp. 253-54. fhe. tent of the fopeka Speech
is given S n h w A X , Bosenman (ed,),Jtoe$tblic Pagers jnd
Addresses of ffrwwfelin P. Boosevelt (13 vols,: Hew Yorki
Hacpbr1ahd^roiSers, Polishers i 19505» 1# 895-711. '
-^Slichter, "PDB and the Barm .problem," pp. 240-42.
5% h e Posad bocal* August 12, 1932, p. 2.
% b ld . ♦ Hovember 4, 1932, p . 1 .

29
to sound economic policy*

final issue, the question of

prohibition, was revived lata in the campaign by the Hepublicans, in a vain attaint to draw the "dry*1 vote*

She press**

tag economic situation, however, caused the "noble experiment"
to take a relatively insignificant position in the campaign.-^1'
Ihese specific issues, however, did not determine
the outcome of the 1932 election* She deciding factors
were of a wore general, yet more obvious, nature*

She de

plorable economic conditions naturally caused St grs&b deal
of rssoubmsub bowsrd Hooves? &ud blio Hcpub&icsus*

^iiere was

also mi, obvious difference between general attitudes of the
candidates toward the responslbllity of tto federal Severn^
meat*

loosevelt Had said he would act* wHIle Hoover Had

already demensbr&ted tbat He would not*.

difference

was probably responsible for deciding the votes of many
townspeople and farmers* for* while t&ey may sot Have bees
able to agree os tbe specific measures w&iob were seeded*
tHey were agreed *bbat tbs government must do something to
help*"55
^fisher* "Eeeponse of Eebraskaas," pp» 101, 1CW-07,
a Posad local was obviously influenced by the liquor queson, for in virtually every issue throughout the campaign,
an editorial appeared advocating the maintenance of the
Eighteenth Amendment.

S

^Gilbert C. 'Site* "farmer Opinion and the Agriculjural M j uetment Act, 1933," »dssisllnpi Valley
geview. X&VXXX. (Harch, 1962), 656-/3*
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W M

is*.W&bmgkm semlted 1m wtb» most?

mbotafttial gu&tMt w t e ia tflte Mato^y of the state
Jto&$$ve3Lt 2?eaeived eis^y-tteee per e&nt of the vote, the
^aiTgest' majority' wMetrle& 3^ s M had evee aecoMed a. p?esi~

ieiitiia duisMddt#*,. '.'SO oateoted Muety~oue eouuti#sf and
M s party m

eoatrol of ev&3?y ma^on state office*^

$&e Oemocratie JLondalMe Mas omly ellgfct&y -teas sub
stantial in Ssnssoti founty Mhere Roosevelt m m & m & fifty*
nine pen cent, of the vet# and. carried all but two of twenty*
two pneoiaots*®® .la the county, as la the state, Bemocratic
candidates won gajonities Im all major r a c e s U M l e flaw*
sort 0O'UMity had i|>iv*o*u

^ L a n d i in. ■

and.. i£0‘
0"vo3?in-

IQgS,. greater majorities than Roosevelt, these facts obscure
the real significance of the local v o t e S h e scope of
the protest vote la

1932

was far more evident la the thirty-

two per cent of the county voters who shifted their alle
giance from Hoover to Booaevelt.6'
3'
Olson, History Of Nebraska, p.
^Ibid.. pp,
Vote, pp. 44, 5 0 .'

505, 307;

Hobinson,

bauson County Abstract of Votes, II, 14-7,
Wwso n County Pioneer. Hovember 11, 1932, p* I,
Robinson, fhe presidential ,0 ,0 , p.

265#

®%aw®oa County Abstract of Votes, ,XX». ill, 147*
Shi® figure was reached'by comparing' the Bepublican total®
for the two elections* the increase in the- total number of
ballots la 1 9 3 2 (6 1 3 ) was logically assumed to go to the
Democratic majority* Hence, the Bepublican

By examining tbs local precinct returns it becomes
©▼Meat that while the rejection of the Bepublican Party
was virtually universal within the county, It was particu
larly strong in certain geographical .area®, fhe western
atte-third-of the- county accorded Boosevelt very large major
ities ranging from lows of under sixty per cent in Paraam
and Gothenburg precincts to a high of nearly ninety 'per cent
£&

SMS- $##H ti&4 glwu

comparatively mild support in 1928, the Bepublican-to-Democrat voting shift was remarfcable.

In Blaine precinct, where

the greatest shift occurred, sixty-five per cent of the
voters switched their support from- Hoover to Boosevelt.62
PBB’s strength in the -western third of the county may have,
been due to the influence of the mildly Democratic Gothen
burg fines, but it was- Wire likely that eoonomic factors
were decisive,

fhe western third of the- county included

many mft—g-tttnt farmers who must have been more severely af
fected by-the Depression than were their counterparts in the
more- fertile valley,

fhe farmers in these precincts -also

produced a majority of the county*® 'Wheat crop*

Since they

ief®£Q j&ore ■
;dependent; upon. sa^koS pMoos isfe&xi

tfo© coot

and alfalfa farmers who sold much Of their produce to:local
(2,266) was- compared with the 1928 total number of votes
(7,050) giving the approximate figure of thirty-two per
cent.

livestock feeders, thee© western wheat growers probably
looked mors to Washington for help*
While it would seen logical that livestock feeders
weald also leek to the .federal Government to restore normal
price levels for cattle and hogs, apparently this was not
the ease in Bawson ©ouaty.

Hoover won majorities in only

two Of the county's precincts in 1932, and both of these
ware strong livestock producers.

Grant precinct, located in

the eastern -portion of the county, had a large number of hog
farmers, and Platte precinct, located southwest of Grant,
ted the county in numbers of cattle Sad hogs per farm*6^
She Hoover Majorities in these two precincts seem to indi
cate that the livestock: producer held on to his concepts of
Hepublican individualism far longer than did the wheat far
mer*
She towns of the county, while far from giving
majorities' to Hoover, were somewhat more moderate in their
support of Hoosevelt than, sere the- -western rural areas.

Of

the county's western precincts, Gothenburg and Pamam, both
of which contained, sizable portions of town dwellers, were
mildest in their .support' of .#SH* Lexington, in the east-'
central portion of the county, gave Hoosevelt less than
fifty-six per cent of its vote, and the second ward of that
®%bid», tl* 14?5 Mams, "Gouaty Agent'a Hepomt,
1900,° p. 55*

m
town, the bome of many merchants, voted for Hoover.

Overton,

at the extreme eastern edge of the county, accorded Boose
velt only- fifty-three per cent of its tote,

the compara

tively mild majorities won by the Democrats is the towns
indicated that sizable numbers of local merchants were not
yet ready to reject the Bepublican leadership.

Sural pre

cincts is the valley seemed to follow the lead of the towns,
for their voting percentages were generally similar to those
of the nearest community.6^
fhe reversal of the voting habits of a decade by onethird of the voting population gave a fairly clear view of
the general attitude toward the Bepublican Administration,
fhe people of Dawson bounty felt that there was .need for &
#Ja03!1^0*

v#3*-C&J* Iw6fii8$tirSCu.bj.011SW,

&P250<3y*<-$ $QJQw

even specific campaign issues, probably had less influence
upon the outcome of the election than the general economic
conditions*

As in most democratic societies, the .political

alteration 'was brought about more by pragmatic than by
idealistic thinking.

She Bepublican plan had not succeeded,

therefore, the Democrats and BDB were to be given a chance.
^ibia.. n , 14?*
65lbid.

Hie election of 1932 ushered in an era of great
political change In the United States. fh e a ls o o f the
Democratic landslide indicated that a s tro n g majority of
th e American p e o p le were in . favor o f some s o rt o f change,
and Franklin D. Boosevelt ’a Sen Deal represented the vehicle

‘
fc&rougii. wMcii

slwiias® Vii 1?o be e&£rle& out*

JNr

lions of people, th e Hew S eal was a response to intolerable
living c o n d itio n s and to Hoover’s unwillingness or inability
to alleviate th o se c o n d itio n s *

Xt w as' t r u ly "bom o f a need

f o r a c tio n * " 1
3910 thinking o f th e peo p le of Dawson County comesw&l5ti tfibsS

the rest #f the 3aation* 'IQijJtd their

concepts o f What apecific form this action should assume
undoubtedly differed from tits views o f the u rb a n East, th e y
M d desire a change*

fhe people o f "the county wanted* among

o tte r th in g s , an a g r ic u ltu r a l program which, w ould b rin g
p ro s p e rity hack to th e fa rm .

T h e ir d isa p p o in tm e n t w ith th e

a c tio n s o f Congress p r io r to B o o s e v e lt' e In a u g u ra tio n was
apparent in th e co u n ty newspapers„

fh e e d ito r o f fh e Posad

to c a i. cla im e d th a t w h ile th e fa rm e r was s u ffe rin g and hanks
were c lo s in g ,. Congress was "o n ly d e a lin g w ith b e e r."2

T h e ir

d is illu s io n m e n t 'K ith th e fe d e ra l Government ended, how ever,
when B o o se ve lt to o k o ffic e on K erch 4 , 1933*
fh e f i r s t o f th e B o o se ve lt program s to have

on

cow&%& wbm

Moli&a^ pa^oclaassatrioii ob f3teoh 6»

1933*

The people o f Dawson C ounty were f u lly aware o f th e

barking c r is is w hich had g rip p e d th e n a tio n in th e e a rly
months o f th a t y e a r*

A lth o u g h none o f th e lo c a l b a th s

fa ile d d u rin g th a t p e rio d , th e ra s h o f fa ilu r e s th ro u g h o u t
th e n a tio n c o u ld s o t h e lp b u t have caused some concern o ve r
th e c o n d itio n s o f th e lo c a l banks.
th e c o u n ty o f f guard*

She la n k H o lid a y caught

Kany p e o p le were caught S h o rt o f

cash due to th e bask c lo s in g s , b u t th e b u sin e ss firm s pro**
v id e d c r e d it f o r e s s e n tia l goods.^

E v id e n tly , th e s itu a tio n

was accepted o p tim is tic a lly , f o r th e re was no s ig n o f p a n ic
in th e newspapers*

The Dawson County 'P io n e e r cla im e d th a t

“ everybody is good m atured and is m aking th e b e s t o u t o f i t . *
2ffhe Posad bocal, F e b ru a ry 14, 1933* P* 2 *

«St

fa

She optimistic acceptance of the Bash Holiday was
characteristic of the maimer in which most of the early Sew
Seal programs were received in the county,

fhe mere' fact

that Boosevelt was acting brought hope to the people and
.gave them, confidence in their new president,

two of the

county’s most Bepublican newspapers described the effects
of the first weeks of the Boosevelt presidency,

fhe leaefag-

ton Slipper noted that *tfce people have unbounded confidence
in President Boosevelt as a loader and all are radiating
that confidence," and fhe Gosad local stated;

*fhe vigorous

manner with which he la attaching our national problems, la
serving to inspire confidence in the wisdom of his program.”^
farther confidence in Boosevelt and his program was apparent
when the banks of the county reopened with deposits far
a
exceeding -withdrawals*
fhe Bank Holiday may have promoted early confidence
in the -new President, but it could readily be seen that
action in other areas was needed*
action*

Boosevelt responded 'with

she first ”one hundred Soya* of his Administration

was one of the most productive legislative periods in Ameri
can history#

5Ehe tiger of the new Administration caught the

spirit of the people of Bawson County*

©f the many federal

on G lin n e r. Harch 16, 1933, p
id, 1933, p . 2*

programs inaugurated during this period, the Bank Holiday,
and the reform aots in banking and the stock exchange were
among the meet popular.? fhe Oozad local said that the
bank reform law of June 16,

would bring money "out of

hiding," end put banking on a "sound basis."8

She Economy

Act of Harch, 1933, which provided for .Sharp cutbacks in
Government salaries and veterans * pensions, m e t also have
found local approval, for county papers had frequently ad
vocated reductions in federal spending' as- a means of ending
the Depression.^
She establishment of the Oivilian Conservation Corps
and the Public Works Administration, while receiving less
local comment, else contributed to the growing faith in the
Boosevelt Administration*

fhe COO was the first of the Hew

Deal relief agencies and was aimed at preventing the young
men of America from glutting the already overcrowded labor
market*

fhe employment of over two hundred of the eoUtthy’s

needy young men on constructive reforestation and soil con
servation projects during the 1930’s, probably brought the
■000 as much general approval as any other' .Hew .Beal agency*

id

^Personal Interview by author with William Stewart,
prominent, local lawyer and. Bepublican leader, lexington,
Bebraaka, August 16, 1966.
8fh e ib s a d lo c a l, d u ly 18, 1933, p . 2*
. % he Oozad lo c a l .

b u rg

January 6 , 1933, p * 2 ; fhe Gothen
S e c t. 2 , p . 1 .

Times. F e b ru a ry 22, .1933*

10fh e number o f COO r e c r u its fro m A p r il, 1933 th ro u g h
A p r il, 190© to ta le d 218, a cc o rd in g to th e y e a rly lis t in g s in
th e co u n ty new spapers.

fhe Public Works Administration was also well-received in
the county,

fhe aim of this -agency was to stimulate the

American economy through a program of large-scale public
works.

Since the PWA was not oriented toward direct relief

as were several other Sew Beal agencies, it was generally
acceptable to even the more conservative elements in the
county.

Several local PVA projects were announced in 1953

which were eventually to relieve unemployment 'and bolster
the county's economy.

Q£ m m

significance, however,, was

the PWA approval, in November, If53, of the 811,000,000
Sutherland Heservair project in western Nebraska, Mace
this project would provide increased irrigation facilities
for the county, it was heartily endorsed by local farmers* II
Of ail the early New Beal programs-, the one ■which
attracted the asst attention in the county was the Agrieul
tural Adjustment .Act of May It, 1933,

fhe fact that farm

prices daring- the first quarter of 1933 were extremely low
caused even the most conservative- farmer to feel that the
%*y
federal, (Sor^mmnt smot do oo&otMiig*
flei&lar iftus&
>*000 pmt- olllc#
otbes* p^oieota Isolmdod a
iwi’jwwjtxjEi|5tyw* aH $8,000 pise
a
*llet aad :
i^§I&fQ0 0 iwrloi*
$30*000 school buil&liag loir
Severnher i r , 1933, p . I , t e l l SO, i p C > ” M .
►, November 1 6 , 1933, B* 8; dames 0.
of
rebraeka CMncola, Nebraska* fmversity of
ess,'
Tpp. 331-3®.
for the farmer,®
bert u
Adjustment Act, 1
leview* t&fltl {March,

on and the

the Government must do, however, was probably not clear in
the minda of those in the county.

Between 1920 and 1935,

many plans for assisting the farmer had .been discussed, hut
none -had been sufficiently popular to shut off discussion
Of the e t h e r s f h e goal, however, mas- simple and concrete—
the achievement of a parity rati© between farm and non-farm
prices,

farmers generally felt that the establishment of

parity prices was the responsibility of the federal Govern
ment, because in the past, the Government had forced- the
economy out of balance by aiding business and labor*
|A
Washington should right the balance*

Hence,

She early passage of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
met with hearty approval in' the county,

farm attitude had

been °Do anything, but do something,n add the fact that the
if*sssidsnj* ■ha*!
ig

m

mtmgb

3>TOgp?QM

tluyotfcgti s*x esatisly new £

to generate
n#% i&e&e

Ike iaa&iiri&m&l commodity
t h & g u h £ t c wontfH

^%ite, '’farmer Opinion," p* €f?*
State;

» . B e n e d ict,. 1

Paul Jenkin, Jb

Hitchell

iprofiSjiiriam.

reseion

£ti

the year, hut when they were, meet of them received the- back
ing of the county newspapers. the corn—hog program, due to
its local economic importance, received the most attention,
but the wheat end ether programs were else approved.
fhe first of the AAA programs to-go into operation in
111

O O lllltjy W0© W # W l6 | l $ & $ $ $ & & *

$2l3jN?ttgXl

^

te l^ U S tr *

frequent articles appeared in the county papers explaining
the provisions of the program*

Most significant to the far

mer was the- grant of a twenty-eight to thirty cents per
bushel payment for reduced production. ^

Even with this

inducement, the farmers of Bawson County were not anxious
to sign wheat contracts immediately.3*^ This may have been
due to two factors* first, by the time the program was
fully explained, the dry weather of early Winter prevented
many farmers from seeding 'Wheat.

Secondly, the rapid

price increase in the second quarter of 1933 probably'caused
JTl^E?3EDl©3?0

wJStfikv28.03?€? 0021*1*m« DO

Dy

XllH

flw«»iir Houser* August a, 1933* »• l*.
^# S ffllS S 0 *

kfimmtit CBfiftr&O ia. C fc ftilll& r

nAmn%^a%

of Gooperating
Work in Agriculture andNome Economics,Bawaon
County, State of Nebraska, 1940,” p. 61. It would be diffi
cult to determine the exact percentage of eligible farmers who
.participated’in the wheat program* While over one thousand
county farmers raised some wheat, only about half of these
had sufficient wheat acreage to benefit from the program,
therefore, the 217 farmers who signed up probably constituted
about forty per cent of .all eligible wheat farmers, personal
Interview by author with dames C* .-Adams., Brady, -Nebraska,
August 2b, 1966} the Oozad local, August 11, 1939, p. 8.
^Adams, "County Agent’s Seport, 1940,” p. 61*

41
production.3^

The value of the wheat program to the 11? far

mers who signed became particularly evident in. 1954 when
drought destroyed nearly eighty per cent of the county's
wheat crop.

In that year* the farmers who signed contracts

received aa much free their reduction payments as they did
free the wheat which they fold*®
fhe corn-hog program* which was first eaplalned to
the county farmers in Booember of 1955* received a far
'greater degree of initial acceptance,
due

fhis nay have been

th© mild ^©cession -in £arm p3?iees tM

latter half- 'of 1955.23, In the first year of the corn-hog
program* 1,510 farmers signed applications.

Since this to

tal included nearly seventy-five per cent of the farmers in
the county* the local importance of this program was readily
apparent.®

fhe payments of thirty cents per bushel of c o m

retired from production and five dollars per head for hog re
daction were eventually to provide large amounts of money to
bolster the county's economy.**
■^Ezekiel, "Evaluating Ifff for the farmer, * p. 65?.
20Arthur Clarence Schmieding, "Geographic Patterns of
failure of Wheat and C o m in Hebraska, 1951-1952* (unpublished
Master's thesis, Department of Geography, University Of Bebraska, 1954), p. 26; the Cozad local, duly XJ, 1934, p. 1.
21Ezekiel, "Evaluating 1933 for the farmer** p# 65?,
22Adams, "County Agent's Seport, 1934," p.. 38.
2%olf Waldemar Qrdal, “History of the federal farm
Program in Nebraska* (unpublished Jlaeher's thesis. Graduate
College, University of Hebraska, 1941), p. 44*

An added fe a tu re o f th e co m -h o g program w hich S ig 
n if ic a n t ly in cre a se d i t s

a ttra c tiv e n e s s was th e cro p lo a n *

fh e com m odity C re d it C o rp o ra tio n p ro v id e d lo a n s o f f o r t y fiv e cents, p e r h u sh e l on c o m , w hich p ro v id e d th e f arm er
w ith s u ffic ie n t c a p ita l to meet th e im m ediate demands o f h is
c r e d ito r s .fo llo w in g th e h a rv e s t and a ls o a llo w e d him to h o ld
.h is c o m o f f th e m arket until th e p ric e , -was s a tis fa c to ry * ®
In 1934* th e f o r t y - f iv e c e n t co rn lo a n f o r fa rm s to ra g e was
t h ir t y to f i f t y p e r c e n t o ve r th e m arket p ric e *

th e re fo re ,

fa rm e rs p re fe rre d th e lo a n s to m a rke tin g t h e ir c ro p s , and.,
when th e p ric e s ro se in 1935, th e y were a b le to s e ll'- th e ir
co m f o r a re a so n a b le p ric e and p ay o f f th e com m odity lo a n * ®

Another feature of the Hew Seal farm program which
contributed greatly, to Hoosevelt1# early popularity in. Daw-'
son County was the expansion and reorganisation of farm
credit under the farm Credit Administration established on
dune 16, 1955*

Pour types of credit institutions were'placed

under the;control of the fOA*

federal hand Banks which pro

vided long-torn farm mortgage credit; federal intermediate
-Credit 'Beaks which provided discounts for short-term pro-'
daeilon credit; Production Credit Corporations which served
as holding companies to -assist-in organizing end supervising
® Ib id . t fh e CCC was e s ta b lis h e d b y an e x e c u tiv e o r
d e r o f O ctober 16, 1933* B e n e d ic t, -farm. .P o lic ie s , p.* 332.
® O rd a i, "fe d e ra l fa rm Program in H e b ra ska,* p. 53*
A total of 1,020 c o m loans were made in the county, involv
ing #533,643. Adams-, "County .Agent's Beport, 1934,” p. ?4*

local Production Credit Associations through which the far
mer could get credit from the Intermediate Banks; and Banks
for Cooperatives which provided long-term loans to coopera
tives.

the farm, credit made available by these institutions

was probably more significant in bringing about farm recov
ery

than were the various crop programs of the AAA.®
fhe popularity of the Hew Beal reached a peak in the

fall and Winter of 1933-1934 in Bawson County,

two- entirely

new and different agencies engendered much of this popular
ity— the Hational Recovery Administration end the'Civil Works
Administration.

Both of these programs became active .in the

toms during the Autumn of 195i and immediately demonstrated ,
to county citizens the- new- role which the federal Government '
was assuming.*
the Civil Works Administration was created on Novem
ber 8, 1933, and within a few weeks the Dawson County Wel
fare Committee had been transformed into a local GWA
committee and had begun hiring workers,
to

tlie economic distress ot

fhe GWA was created
:tit©

Winter months, and by early January, 1934,. the project was
26Edwin G. Hearse, Govemment ln Relation to Agxiculture (Washington; She Brookings Institute, 1940), pp.
905-09; Benedict, farm Policies.,p. 282*
^Benedict, farm Policies, p. 280; personal Inter
view by author with Raymond Block, farmer, Gothenburg,
Nebraska, August 15, 1966.

already having same success.
stateds

AS" the Bawson Oountv

"She 014 has heen doing 4 great job for the unem

ployed, and right here in Lexington it hasrelieved a great
many households.“2^ the Pioneer eouldhave gone on to say
' '

/

•/

that a great number of households in thecounty were:in dir<
need of help 'When the GWA ease to the. rescue,

throughout

1933 the county had been plagued 'With unemployment.• Only
during the planting and harvest .seasons'* when farm work
drained off surplus labor, was there any .relief from the
problem*. '
::fn early 193?, the Lexington ^woodpile* was pro
viding assistance for as many as 131 workers per month, ..and.
reports of local petty thievery were
the papers'*

therefore* it is logical .to. assume that when 'the

GWA was inaugurated in Hovember, Which was after the Pall
harvest, unemployment was widespread.^1
•gma*aMoewwwii»w<isiawai&iwmiwMwi
)
i
w#a<a*frWW«waMmM^^
ui
hsa»waj«sai!mWaww«S*M:<ni
Wi>jmw*»ewiW9^^
'Wflliam B. leuchtenburg,
torkJ
'

I&MSOh

-

*

-

% 193A, p. 1.

er. Hay 18, 1933, p. A
_____ June e,
, p» 1, September 29* 1933, p
w
_ — jfofer S, 1933, * 1.
.. the Lexington “woodpile"
— ,—
been established by the local welfare committee in 1932
provide work for needy men.
Some of the thievery referred to may have been brought
about by transients, many of whom followed the mainline of
the Lnion Pacific Hailroad. Some of the thievery, however,
probably Involved local residents in dire need, for ordinar
ily only groceries or gasoline were, stolen*
'As no exact figures on unemployment are available
for this portion of 193?, the statement is only an assump
tion. it should be noted* however, that after GWA employment
was terminated in the Spring of 1934* unemployment registration

45
She CWA engaged in many projects within, the county
in order to put people to work,

these projects ranged from

clearing road ditches of weeds to building extensive water
works systems within the towns. At the peak of activity in
January and February of 1934, over 350 men were employed by
the CWA at an average salary of fifteen dollars per week.^
Between Hovember, 1939* and March, 1934, the CWA poured over
836,000 into the county, almost ninety per cent of which
was paid directly to the workers.^
She popularity of the GWA could he attributed largely
to its timing*

She plight of the unemployed could not be

ignored by the people of the county, and yet there was
little that they could do individually.

With Winter just

around the comer, the CWA came as a godsend to both the
unemployed and those m o would have had to care for them*
Although the Public Works Administration was closer akin to
the county's conservative ideals, it never achieved the
popularity of the CWA, partially became it was conceived
before the threat of Winter had appeared.
totaled 1,260 persons, which represented marly one-fifth of
the working' population of the county. Dawson County Pioneer*
June 29, 1934, p* Is W. S., Bureau of the Census. sixteenf
Census of the Waited States t 1940. Agriculture, III, ;
1 T
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Of all the early Hew Deal agencies, fit® on® which re
ceived the nest enthusiastic response in the county news
papers was tit® national Becovery Administration.

Created;

i

■

under the Rational Industrial Becovery Act of June 16, 1953,
this agency represented the Hew Deal's first attempt at
reforming and. regulating .industry* fh® purpose of the BBA
was to bring about the- formation of codes to regulate busi
ness .and thereby bring about recovery from the Depression,
fhese codes war® to regulate business practices and Sot
wage and hour standards for small, local businesses as wall
as. major industries.
2?he big push for compliance with the objectives of
w W jwxtiu

Ml.

v | II3&C*. ww0 O'OtSJES.^?^

reacted very favorably to General Hugh Johnson's national
campaign,

from August through October, pro—HKA propaganda

flooded the local periodicals, and in some instances, virw&3,3.gr && ©limi1©
word.^

Wits

mwwpM

w

%Hs wEil

Pie extensive HBA campaign evidently had an immedi

ate effect on the businessmen of the county.

As early as

August A*;over seventy-five county businessmen met in.
lexlngton to establish a local code dealing with worhlng
tures on individual p ro je c ts as lis t e d in th e county news
papers from Srevember, 1933 through March, 193A.
^lieuchtenburg, graaklin P, Roosevelt, pp» 57-38,
*%or examples Of these BRA— -dominated issues, see
fhe Gothenburg fines, .August 9, 1935, or the Posad local,
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hours and other details

the t^arinfffcan Slipper reported

all businessmen of this city and the county are
responding tothe efforts of our government in a
splendid, unselfish manner, -and tie spirit which
u© o© \**iajr©*Hft aUft- '$U p & m B ©* w © &®wm& tt&U
&© jjmeM %# tj©%$*©$? ©©iiiS£SS©llS*
an*' nrti rti Wita "aid

oifcdi^h*

^tak.^sk.
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later credited the national Recovery Administra.djkj.
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stated that the BRA would indirectly bring about a M a e in
farm prices by giving consumers more money .with which to buy
farm goods
While the M l was later to become the: moat universally
hated of the Sew leal programs, in the Fall of 1933, It was
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campaign engendered caused that period to he 'the zenith of
Pew leal popularity in Oawson County.

While other early Mew

leal agencies, such as the fOA, OVA, and .AAA, -all contributed
to the popularity, it was the MSA campaign which molded this
enthusiasm into a spirit Of unity behind, the President.

It

should be noted that the initial popularity of the' BRA was
probably due less to its program than, its campaign*

While

the other'-Sew heal programs concentrated on achieving com
pliance through monetary inducements, the BRA was forced to
use more psychological methods. Consequently,.it relied on
^aawson County Pioneer* August A, 1933, f * 1*
•^{Bhe herinKton Clipper. August IS, 1933* p. A,
^Ibid** September 7* Iff3, p. A*

propaganda» fhe appeal wap directed at every business and
every consumer in the nation, and the effect was overwhelm
ing.

%

the end of 1933, President Roosevelt•s popularity -

could not be challenged,

Ehere appeared to be a feeling

that the country was moving again and that the Government
in Washington was finally responding to the needs of the
Midwest. Shis feeling 'Was most aptly described by the editor
We may not approve of all of the steps that have'
D00H t?a&eaa. ©til? *$© oicMti otic oe ©o&sa&em© w 110 x*i©t»
that the president has evidenced a desire to do semething for the .great Middle West and that in many in—
stances,this desire has- been translated into definite
action**3^"
•She Roosevelt Administration could not maintain the
high level of popularity which it had attained in 199$»
Eventually, almost Imperceptibly, lawson Gounty began a
gradual return, to its traditional conservatism.

It is im

possible to say exactly why or when this gradual trend began.,
but it was apparent by ®id~19?A that the great enthusiasm
'which the BRA campaign generated had begun to..wane* feasibly
the effects of tin campaign wore wearing off, for in. early
193A, the county newspapers discontinued their constant
urgingB to comply with "Blue Eagle" codes.

Mkewise, on -

March |1, the CWA terminated its activities in the eounty
due to Roosevelt'a fear that relief work would %ece®e a

habit with, the country.”40

The dissolution of such a popu

lar agency when hard times were far from over nay have also
contributed to this gradual decline in Sew Beal popularity,
the beginnings of conservative reaction to the
policies of Booeevelt originated at this time#

A conservative

tradition had been firmly established in the county during
the 1920’s, which placed emphasis upon limited government and
states* sights*

Many of the early Booeevelt programs 'vio

lated this tradition, causing seme concern along main'' street#
The Republican editor of JUg, hexiagton Clipper commented that
in the first three months of the locsevelt Administration,
few measures were passed 'with which he disagreed, but after
that there was ft shift toward “M g Government*’ which he could
not condone.^1 dome of the conservative reaction may have
been caused 'by a feeling of local pride# for a number of
people felt that Dawson County did .not need federal help to
survive the Depression,

in July, a statement by the county

cleric appeared in The Qozad Local which demonstrated this
pride*
Dawson Oounty , • .feels able to care for any
cases -of distress that may arise within, * * * ^Tts/
Dawson County Pioneer. April &» 1934* p. 2; "Pro
ceedings of the national Emergency Council, December 19*.
1935~-Aprll iqf 1956,“ Microfilm, franklin Delano Roosevelt
Library, Session of January 23, 1934, as cited in leuehtenburg, franklin ^ Roosevelt. p« 122.#'
Personal 'interview-by author with Lloyd Icia,.editor
of The bemlnsatoa Clipper. Lexington, Nebraska, August 11,
1966.

limits. . . . Dawson Gounty, as a county, has not
receijjgd any direct federal relief * * . at any
fills feeling of local pride .and- distrust of Washing
ton may not have reflected the majority fooling within the
county, hut it did servo to shot that Hew Deal popularity
'Was hardly universal Sm early 1934. the rise of anti-Hew
Deal sentiment was particularly evident in the primary
elections hold in April.

Although Democratic ballots wore

Chosen slightly more frequently than Bepublican (2,476 Demo- '
cratlc ballots to 2,418 Bepublican ballots), the nearly
even split indicated that a number of people had returned
to the "party of Idneola,

biggest factor in reducing Boosevelt's
popular hold op the people of 'DawsonGouaty was the disillu
sionment brought about by the severe economic conditions in
1934. Unemployment in the towns-was high 5 thievery was again
prevalent; and, contrary to the notions' Of the county cleric,
the'need for relief was immediate
farm conditions were
even more depressing. Ttolike the price and surplus' problems
Possibly the

«««*. __ ■.» duly 13* 1934, p m I* It might ap>ear that since considerable federal funds had been directed
Into the county, the county clerk was ignoring the facts.
In truth, however, as a political, entity, Daweon County had.,
received: no direct relief* therefore, although, the implica
tion was misleading, the statement was technically true.
^Dawson County Abstract of Votes, II, 156, 160.
Gothenburg times. Kerch 7, 1934, Sect. 1, p. 1;
neer, August 31, 1934, p. 1| She Gosad
* 1934, p. 1.

which plagued the farmer from iff! to 1933* the problems of
1934 were scarcity and drought*

As early as Kerch, the Daw

son Gounty Pioneer was predicting that the mighty Platt©
would run dry without heavy Spring rains,

the rains did

hot come, and the Platte was dry for nearly eight months.4^
By dune, the feed situation in the county was- critical, and
there was considerable fear that many cuttle might starve*48
Hearly all hope of salvaging reasonable harvests of grain
was destroyed When, in duly, the temperature rose to over
100 degrees for sixteen consecutive days.4'’ Kainfall for
-the entire year totaled only 10.88 inches.48
the- effects of drought and high temperatures on many
farms were disastrous*

0f the county's two major grains,

the drought destroyed from seventy to eighty per ©eat; of the
Wheat and from twenty to thirty per ©eat Of the ©ora*SsMS0 I99it0 ©W0gp£t* |fe, & & W & & <13?0$ -1*0

JyEl0#Hi6* , JSjPfigl

with the low prices'of 1933, the- value of"the oounty's coma
crop had exceeded two million dollars, while in 1934, its
valuo

was under

$180,000.

Ml© wheat crop .in 1933 was worth
Harch 30* 1934, p* If Becem*'e>

her PI, 1934, p. 71,
, dune 1, I934, p* 1.
6, duly 27, 1934, p. 1.
^fho lexington Qlipper, Hay if, 1933, P* 3*
%chmi©diag, "Geographic Patterns," pp. 26-27

over $120,000 'bat dropped to less than $56,000 .la 1934.**°
®he less of twenty to thirt? per cent of the county’a -©ora
crop caused even greater problems for the local livestock
Industry.

C o m and hill grass were the- principle sources

of feed for the cattlemen*
JWLy Sto

With the hill grass burning

2&0C& ##

’0000 sSsj*S.S3?lgf

the cattleman was faced with the choice of either selling
M s stock'before- they were ready or letting' them starve*^
the most tragic 'result of the drought was- the rash of fore
closures which- occurred toward the end. of 1954. fhe fortyone farm foreclosures consisted in 1934 represented the
highest total in the county's history, past or present*®■
Shea© foreclosures emphasised the critical conditions on
the farms, and also caused increased unemployment problems
for the towns.
the one- bright spot in the county's economic picture
was alfalfa*

the drought end high temperatures only slightly

cultural Statistics, 1939 and
m m * pp.'4, 30•

ual Deports
sion
» PP« 4,

®*fhe federal Government did alleviate: the cattleman's
difficulty somewhat by purchasing cattle in the county to
prevent their starving* Infra,-p. 57•
®%Sle Docket Of Dawson County, Hebraska, III, 248319 (from the files of the clerk of the District Court,
Dawson County Courthouse, lexingtoa, JJebraska). While the
foreclosures''Were quite evenly distributed throughout the
county, precincts with large numbers of marginal farmers,
such as Macula -and logaa at the eastern edge of the county,
had slightly higher percentages of foreclosures per farm.

damaged the alfalfa* due to the crop's unique root struc
ture which was able to reach the. lifegiving sub-surface
water*- Since the drought destroyed many of- the other,
sources- of livestock feed* including hay which did act have
the advantage of the valley's high water table* the price
of alfalfa rose to astronomical heights*

By the. end of the

year* it has selling for $19.50 per ton* or nearly sis times
the amount it had sold for in early 1935,^

Sine© alfalfa,

even in 1939* could be expected to produce from four to five
tons per here* the valley farmers who had established stands
of this crop could expect huge profits.^*' She income from
alfalfa was magnified by the draught losses in other crops*
Sue to the price rise* the value of the' crop jumped from
$516,000 -in 1955 to over $2,200,000 in 1 9 P * ^

fine© a good

share of this crop was ..©hipped out of the county (nearly

^Dawson County Pioneer,. September 21, 1934, p.* 1,,
Alfalfa requires from two to four years to develop"from' the
time of planting* Prior to-this* yields will ordinarily be
■very low, particularly if there- is little moisture to nurture
the -young crop, therefore, for a farmer to have.effectively
capitalised on the greatly increased, alfalfa price, he would
have had to have -seeded, his.alfalfa no later .than 1932. -It
should also be noted that some alfalfa which could net reach
water was-, also profitable to the farmer. If a farmer’s stand
of -alfalfa were good, although it might, not be able to .reach
water, it-'still would develop sufficiently to produce alfalfa
seed, Since high quality seed was selling for $9.80 per
bushel and seed harvests averaged over two bushels per acre,
the farmer could still reap a large profit from his land*
.Mams, “County Agent's Heport, 1936, p. 33*
p. 26,

Nebraska Agricultural Statistics. 1955, p. 26; 1934.

eight thousand earloads and probably twenty-five par cent
mors by trucks), nearly one million dollars in "foreign"
.money was injected 'into the county's economy at a critical
fV*F
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ties, accurately described local feeling when be stated
that "in 193% alfalfa was. a wonderful crop and, a lifefhe relative prosperity of the valley a lfa lfa farmer,
however, could not totally erase the other crop losses in
the farm community,

fhe foreclosures, unemployment, and low

prices showed people that the Qepresaion was not over and
that the New Beal bad no quick remedies*

the drought and

continued Depression stifled the early optimism and enthusiasm which bad been generated in the Fall of 1933*
Even the far-flung, economically beneficial activities
of the did could not revitalize this early enthusiasm*

While

it would be difficult to assess the popularity of the wheat
program within the county, the- com-hog referendum of Octo
ber, 1939, provided am excellent gauge for judging farm
opinion of that program.

Nearly twelve hundred farmers took

part in the referendum, 2J0 of whom had not participated in
the 1939 program.^9

Question one of' the referendum read:
Hansh ?, 1933, p. 8.
, August 29, 1966.

sixty-four per eent .of the eem-hog farmers
who signed up in 1993 took part in the 1939 referendum*
Adams , "County Agent *a Eeport, 1939,* pp » 38, ?2.

you favor a com-hog program for 1935?"

Jfc response to

this question,.362 farmer® voted yes and 803 voted
In view of the fact that the com-hog referendum
carried favorably by a slight majority in Nebraska and na
tionally by a majority of sixty-nine per cent, examination
of the county*® overwhelming rejection of the program is to
order.*' Apparently, the farmers to the valley were strongest
to their opposition to the program.

Of the five precincts

W%SBS jaOBt? &0&V&1.2P against SSHSSSIISIIOBs
valley.

t&LO

Only four precinct® voted to continue the program,

and. these were all .located to the upland areas of the
county.

She diettoetioa between the voting, of the upland

end valley precincts .indicated that the marginal farmer gen
erally approved the program, while the more prosperous far
mer rejected it.

She valley farmer, who was riding high on

his alfalfa profits, probably could not see the value -of pay
ments for: reduced production,

this was not, however, the

evaluation, made by County-Agent .Adas®, who cited low hog
quotas and irritating mid-year alterations to the program as
reasons for the farmers1 dissatisfaction.62

In conclusion,

^% t -should be noted that the farmers too had not par
ticipated in the program voted against continuance far tore
Strongly than those within the program. Among the nonparticipant® toe vote was 211 to 17 against continuance,
toils among participants it was 592 to- 395 against. Ibid..
p. 72*
*Pawson County Pioneer. -October 19, 1939, p. 1.
61Adams, "County Agent1® Heport, 1939** p. 72.
62Adams latervieWi .August 29, 1966,

he .noted that "many ^farmere7 did tot like to ■vote for a
program until they were- certain as to the exact requirements
of the program they were voting for**

Since the exact pro

visions of the- 1935 program had tot yet heen made public,
the farmers rejected it.
the AAA did engage in other activities which tore
-more popular than the original corn-hog program,
popular of these were the AAA loans*

The most-

feed and seed loans,

wk!c& were made !& *tiie country as an

drought? measure *

provided 132 farmers with nearly 313,000 worth of working
capital

-fhls total, was relatively insignificant, however,

when compared to the loans made on c o m stored in. the county*
Cora loans were made to 1,020 farmers for A total Of"
4 5 3 3 , 6 4 3 It appears unlikely that the farmers would have
voted to reject the continuance of this lucrative program*
County income- was bolstered by one other AAA program
which, like the com-hog, -was not destined to be extremely
popular in If39* fhe buying of cattle was inaugurated in
July as an emergency measure to prevent wholesale starvation
Of toe cattle herds*

fhe fovernment bought 8,886 head of

cattle ah' an average price of flf*79 per head*
6^Adama, '"County Agent’s Seport, 1939," p«
^Ibid.. 1939, p.72,

fhe

flamy local
99.

exact total was412,883.

6%bld*. 1939, p. 79*
"ibid*. 1939, p.79. the total expenditure for cattle
was 9122,1367 which was. distributed to 601' cattle feeders*

cattle feeders reseated this extremely low price hat were,
nevertheless, forced by economic necessity to sell*

the

spectacle of the slaughter of over half of these cattle at
a time when hanger was common in the cities contributed to .
the resentment of this program.®^
By the time of the general election in November, it
W &0
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overwhelming support of the county's farmers*

v lX O

the drought*

with its consequential decrease in. farm production, chased
many farmers to doubt the wisdom of the whole commodity re
duction c o n c e p t " W h y , " they must have ashed, "was it
necessary;'to. limit production, when the periodic catastrophes
Of nature could be counted on to destroy the surpluses*®
Other criticisms

of the New Beal farm program -were

.also present in the county*
the

.414hided the Mg

Hamy small farmers felt that

farmer and absentee landowner at their

expense, They realised that the

Mg farmer could reduce Ms

labor costs when he curtailed production, but that they were

because they hired no l a b o r S o m e live
stock feeders .also felt that the processing taxes on cattle

usable tOiVde so

for a complete discussion of the cattleman*a re
sentment of the federal cattle buying 'program, see <fohn s.
Sehlebeeker, Cattle Raising to the Plains* 19QC^lf61 >~*
cola, Nebraska; university of Nebraska preBS, 1963},
SMMft*

I

5

®%itchell, Depression Secede* p. 205*
^fite.^farmer Opinion,“ p. 66?; Benedict, farm
* -P*

and hogs* used to finance the programs, were depressing the
priets of those commodities.'70
By Hovember, 1954, the citizens of Bawson County were
apparently undecided as to the relative merits of the
Roosevelt Administration.

She drought and continued Depression

had wiped out much of the enthusiasm of the proceeding fall,
A good deal of this indecision probably stemmed from the
fact that the Soosevelt Administration had inaugurated so
many new programs that a large number of the people could
not decide whether the total Hew Deal was good or bad,

Shey

probably approved of the GCC because of the conservation as
pects of that program and because it provided aid to the
unemployed youth of the area,

Shey probably approved of the

FWA because of the Sutherland Broject which was to provide
irrigation for the county and because of the several local
projects which were already under way,

Shey may also have

approved of the already defunct OWA because it had given
sustenance to many who were in dire need,

they definitely

did approve of the new credit arrangements provided by
the Hew Seal,

federal hand Bank and Commissioner loans

^°She Sozad local. April 20, 1954, p. g. Other gen
eral complaints' which were probably frequent in the county
but were not noted in the local papers were that the curtail
ment program was leading to greater unemployment in the
cities; the high taxes necessary to finance the program were
retarding economic recovery; and the removal of marginal
lands from production was merely causing more intensive cul
tivation of the better lands and was, therefore, accomplish
ing nothing. Theodore Saloutos and John B, Sicks, Agricul
tural Discontent in the Middle West. 1900-1959 yikttSon,
IGwhiSiiliBversiW^of WiscohsiniTCso./lgh^), pp,
490-91.

had provided many farmers with the means to maintain their
farms, and the PGA's and ether agencies promised to remove
the specter of foreclosure from the farm picture forever,^.
Several of the other Sew Beal agencies were receiving
only qualified approval at the end of 1954.

Rain street
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farm opinion on the continuance of the AAA was hardly fav
orable .^2 The second question included in the com-hog
referendum of October requested that farmers give their atti
tudes on continuing the entire AAA program in 1936.
answer was negative by a resounding five to one.^
m
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81,568,000 in the county, from the formation of the RCA to
'had been provided .in the Staergeney farm Mortgage. Act of May,
3*^55% suota tff&M aoinjtnjlaterea, py
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eon' County had no local Production Credit Associations, lo
cal loans, were serviced by the associations at: Broken Bow in
Custer County and Forth Platte in linooln County, TheProduction Credit .Associations provided short-term operational
loans which were particularly valuable to large seals live
stock feeders* Harold Stevens (Director) and John Stuart:
(Compiler), "Report on 'the Overall Economic Development pro
gram for Dawson County Redevelopment Area; Dawson County,'
Hebraska" (Extension Service, University of Hebraska, College
of Agriculture and the United States Department of Agricul
ture cooperating, /l9S2yv, p* 93; Saloutoi and Hicks, AgVtP*
"‘
‘ *“ ....
•While no particular criticism of the SEA appeared
in the local papers in 1934, lloyd Rain, owner-editor noted
that by the Summer of that year, many local businessmen were
disturbed with the regimentation of the SSA program. Kain
Interview, August 11,
7%he vote was 891 against, to 162 for continuance ,
of the AAA program in 1936* Adams, "County Agent's leport,
1934,* p. 72.

represented an even stronger rejection than the vote on the
continuance of the oorn-hog program for 1933*
She congressional elections of 1954 required many of
the people of the county to choose between their political
convictions and their pocketbooks.

The whole philosophy of

the Hew Beal ran counter to their traditional conception of
what the federal Government should do.

let nary felt that

at long last, Washington was paying some attention to the
needs- Of the great Middle West*
She overwhelming national endorsement accorded the
Hew Peal In 1934 was not seconded by the people of lawson
Bounty*

While Hebraska .returned Democrats to all major

State and national offices, the Republican Party made subetantial gains in the county*'

The local GOP gains were

most apparent in the contests for governor and Halted States
Senator*

'The Bepublican gubernatorial candidate, Dwight

Griswold, who 'had been defeated in his -1952 bid for the same
office by 700 votes, carried the county in I9f4 by nearly
€00 votes*

Robert G. Simmons, ex-eongreaSman and Bepublican

candidate for the Senate, .also made a remarkable comeback.
In 1932, local voters had rejected his bid for re-election to
^Democrats won control of all Hebraska state offices
with the exception of the Commissioner of fabli® hands and
Buildings. Democrat Edward B. Burke won the Halted States
Senate race, and with the exception of the Third Congressional
District, Democrats were victorious in all congressional
races* OlBoa, History of Hebraska* p, 3IS1 Hebraska legis
lative Council, Me^aska~B3ue flook, ff|4, (Mneola, Hebraska*
n,p., 1934), pp. 517-28.

Congress by over 450 votes,, but in 1934 he carried the county
by 95 votes*'® In the fifth District congressional race,
local voters were allowed to eheeee between two 'new candidates,
and again they favored the Republican.^6 Even in the con
tests for lesser state offices the GOP made gains*

Repub

lican Charles 1* Allen of Cozed, who had been rejected by
nearly 700 votes in his bid for the state Senate in 1932,
Carried the county in 1934 by over 800 votes.''

While Demo

cratic candidates 'did receive majorities in the contests for
lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State, Attorney General,
Treasurer,and State Representative, their majorities were
sharply reduced from 1932, thus further demonstrating a
growth of Republican strength in the county.'’6
W&XJU&
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the county, the 1934 vote did not indicate a complete rejec
tion of' the- Hew Deal by local voters*

'In the first place,

?%he 1934 election totals were* for Governor* Gris
wold— 3,764, Democrat B. 1. Cochran— 3,1715 for United States
Senator, Simmons— 3,463» Democrat Edward S.* Burke— 3,368. It
should be noted that the Democrats who had defeated both
Griswold and Simmons in 1932 were not opposing them .in 1934*
Governor Charles w. Bryan had attempted" to run'for the Senate
but was defeated in the primary by Burke. Congressman ferry
Carpenter, Who had‘defeated Simmons in 1932, was also a pri
mary victim in hie bid for Governor. Dawson County Abstract
of Votes, XI, 169-71;JEhg. Cogad Meal. Hovember 11, 1932, p.
1; Cleon,.History of mbxiuaAr'ti*'l!SB*
^%he totals were* Bepublican Albert H. Mathers—
3,422, Democrat Harry 3. Coffee— 5,319. Dawson County Abatraeb of Votes, XX, 170.
^fhe Cozad Meal, Hovember 11, 1932, p. 1; Hovember.
9, 1934* p,'l*

the Republican margins of victory in both the Senate 'and
congressional races were very slim, and in the Senate con
test, Simmons, a proven vote-getter in western Hebraska, was
competing against tbs comparatively unknown Edward 8* Burke,'7®
Secondly, the Democrats did maintain slight margins In th©
races for five of the seven lesser state posts, thus showing
that the county was far from ready to completely reverse■the
1932 vote*

Finally, it has never been conclusively established

that off-year elections truly reflect the attitude of the pub
lic toward the Administration in Washington*

Therefore, the

local vote in 1934 'may have been-Influenced, leas, by Hew Deal
actions than by the popularity of the individual candidates*
in examination of the IfpA vote by precincts revealed
only a few clear trends in the county#

the Democrats retained

m e t of their strength in precincts such as Idneoln and lagan
which contained large numbers of marginal farmers and in pro—
cincts ■Much included numerous wheat farmers such as German
and Falrview.

Farmers in these precincts apparently approved

the Hew Deal's credit arrangements end the AAA wheat program*
fee major towns of th® county .also remained slightly Demo
cratic , thus indicating feat main street had not yet to
tally rejected, the Hew Deal* Farmers who specialized in
livestock production* however, were less inclined to support
^Simmons had represented the Sixth District in' Con
gress from. 1920 through 1932* As a .result of the 1930 cen
sus, Hebraska lost one congressional seat in Washington, and
the old Sixth District became the new Fifth District in
1932* -Olson* History of Hebraska, pp. 303-05,

th©- Roosevelt Administration,

She three strongest Republi

can precincts la 1934*. Grant, Hillside, and Platte, 'were
all leaders in fee production of cattle .fed hogs*

Apparently,

the farmers in these precincts were alienated by the- slaugh*#
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helped then little fed 'feat their' alfalfa profits would be
destroyed through high taxes to aid other economic groups*
The only clear and sound conclusion which could be
drawn from the election results of 1934 was that Franklin
Roosevelt no longer had. the overwhelming support which1ha
fed held in 1932.

Obviously, many county citizens who had

voted Democratic in. 1932 had net chosen to follow the Roose
velt line, and no longer felt that the Hew Seal was their
only means of salvation.
80fhese precincts fed -also voted strongly against the '
continuation of fee com-hog program,
81Sawson Gounty Abstract of Votes, If, 169-7I*

With th# advent of 1935* Bawson Oonnty again regained
th# optimism Which th#: p^airioma year1# drought had nearly
withered#

She county newspapers led the people in taming

their backs on the adversity of 193%* and predicted that
1055 would he a year of prosperity# ,there were some valid
■reasons for these optimistic predictions,* for in early 1055*
lawaom 0onnby was in considerably hotter economic shape than
some surrounding counties# February of 1935 was the peak
month for relief in Nebraska* and while the state wascarrying over fifteen per cent of its population on relief*
Bawson founty*# load was only 1*6 per cent*3* Even after
% he counties which surrounded Bmmtm ranged in relief
loads of from 28*7 per cent in duster bounty to §*3 per cent
in Fhelps County. *Beporb of the Hebraska Emergency Belief
Mminietration, dans 1, 1933-^spuary 1. 1936* (inrora* Bebraska? Sun? Publishing Company, If385 * p* 17#
Bawson County1# relatively light relief load may have
been due to circumstances other than prosperity* In
Study of the 1936 Belief Bead in Hebraska,15 K#'S* Holcomb
noted that the one unnamed county, which did not report its
complete ease loads* had a unique method of handling its
relief problems* Be reported that
% » # there is one county that has achieved some fame
for its handling of the relief problem* the- method
is very simple* the family is sent' out of the county
and told never to return: the county then fails to an
swer any letters requesting authorisation for return*
and, if forced to reply, offers to support the family
in the county in which it is then residing* * * * Shis

m
dust storms raged through the county la March, destroying
valuable top-soil, the eternal faith. In the benevolence of
Mother Mature, which is indelibly etched .In rural tradition,
could be seen in the county’s newspapers.

When April and.

May brought welcome spring showers nod a ride in farm prices,
it appeared as if their faith had been justified.^
It was during this period of economic optimism that
She agency at which this criticism was directed was that
■ f t k : A * .
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tie reception only eighteen 'months before— the ISA,
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In

the. first three months of Ifif, the county’b major papers
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began to disregard the provisions of its codes,
of fhe lemlngton dinner observed that "the

oitt

She editor

only reason we

can see for the statement that the HBA is better liked

is'

because fewer people are adhering to it."'* When the Supreme
county la one of the few which has not suffered greatly
during the past few years and has boasted'that it
does not need a relief organisation."
Holcomb further’noted that Dawson County was the. only county
.in the state which 'did sot report its relief loads* H. E. .
Holcomb, "A Study of the 1936 Belief Meed in Mebraska (With
special reference to selected counties),” (Special Hesearch
Bulletin SO, 1; Mnooln, Mebraska; Hebraska Department of
Hesearch and Statistics, 1936), pp. 14, 1.
ir, March 21, 1935,
^bincolh, Be
:
al Statistics

Court ruled the act establishing the agency unconstitutional
in Hay, |he Clipper's editor- commented!

’’How that the Ameri

can Eagle has triumphed over the Blue Eagle, we are all adarned sight tetter off***
She spurt of legislative activity commonly called the
second Hew Deal which followed the invalidation of the USA
received very little comment in the newspapers of Dawson
County,

the Social Security legislation, the omnibus hash

hill, and the Wagner labor Relations Act, ill met with some
disapproval in the county,

the hashing hill win opposed by

the papers because it .would allow too much, government control
of the economy.^ la a sense, the opposition to the .new bank
ing law was characteristic of the new attitude in the county,
#0#

to#- iiB^es'bSoBi.Bg £&jLto to tot tototoJi -Ssto.

H03.i»aa^r tii#- B&aaictos £0m #*

to# & tosto##

suspicion of say sew extension of governmental authority#
the criticism of social security and the new labor iaw proba-"
bly came from main street businessmen, end the more prosperous
Jf&xz&Bto to#

Slt#ss-@3.irBS toto

bsbbbbs ©^*.

#to#i*

4Ibfd,, Hay gt* 1935, p. 4.
%bld,, fane 27* 1935# 1* 4| fha.Qosad IfOeal. June 7,
1935# p. 5* It should be noted that the Xocal papers were
rather vague in their criticism of specific Hew Peed, measures.
Shey rarely pointed out what particular aspects of the meas
ures they found offensive# Apparently, -the papers assumed
that local citizens would be informed of the specific pro
visions of federal enactments by radio or The World gerald#
for most local comments on national affairs were brill.
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portions of the "second" Hew Beal enacted in the Summer of
1935* sneh as th# Harm Credit Act of Iff? and. the new rural
electrification program, were more warmly received.^ What
is somewhat surprising is that the establishment of the two
agencies which were later to he most frequently cited as ex
amples of Hew Beal socialism, the Works Progress Administra
tion and the Hesettlement Administration, received virtually
ho comment in the county papers.
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apparent through 1935.
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.local school 'heard .received a tentative fWA grant of $25,000
toward the construction of a new elementary school.

A vote

to allow a bond issue to provide for the remaining $35*000
was- held, and the torn voters rejected the proposal by .*,two
to one majority.

When the. PWA increased their grant to

$54,000 and offered a $66,000 loan to provide for the coastruction of two schools, th© voters again .rejected, the offer*
the editor of the local paper was somewhat surprised by these
votes amd>.noted that while the public might be right if a
or a better "Santa Glaus" could be
(Hew fork:
|7t*

^

^

fbe (Dwentieth Century fund, 1953)* PP* 369,

^Ifoe^lexington Clipper. <jum© 27* 1935* P* 6; Septem-

68
found, the vote was a mistake if the community itself had
to pay for the needed schools,8
ft ig.difficult to explain the voters' rejection of
the Federal grants, hut- whatever the reasons, this 'attitude
evidently remained fairly constant, for 'the county received
relatively little' federal money,

8y Hey, 1936, there were

only four. fWA projects, at a coBt of about 89a,000, in the
county.® While some of the cause of the Scarcity of projects
may he attributed to the slow start for which Harold Ickes *
agency was noted, the pride of the town and county leaders
must also have been a factor*

the lack of liberal Democratic

leaders may also have restricted the number of Federal pro
jects, for it W&s commonly recognized that without a loyal
Democrat to plead the local case, federal funds were diffi
cult to obtain.1
the Works Progress Administration was designed to
compensate for the FWA’s slowness and indirect effect.
Established in April, 1955. this agency's primary function
®Jbid,, Harch 28, 1955. P* 1; October
1935, p. 1;
November 21V *535* W * **• 9*
% h s Gkatheaburs: times, Nay 20, 1936, Sect. .2, p. 1.
two PWA projects which ware act directly employed in Dawson
Oounty but did relieve some of the county’s 'unemployment
were the Sutherland 'and Pri-County irrigation projects. In
July, 1955, the .Sutherland group was employing' 2,500 persons
from central and western Nebraska, and the fri-Oounty, which
n$8M t»o be a n , ev'Qxx
t w a s "begun i.ja M a r c iiy
1936, She Gothenburg times, fair 31. 1935, Sect, 2. t>. O:
the
fflSESSg.T W l liriiM. o. I.
10P©rsomal Interview by author with William Stewart,
prominent local lawyer and Hepublican leader, Dexlngton,
Nebraska, August 16, 1966.

was to provide employment to 3,500,000 persons who were still0
U
033,
JT***
*'*** lftl.0
Oj? this new agency was not felt wstil the Fall

of If33 when various

revest WE& funds.

tP

local governments began

to

Use fast that unemployment in. Dawson

County was not high in 1935 retarded the initial economic ,ia»
finance of the WPA, bat the sight of sen raking leaves end
burning out road ditches .in lien of none constructive work
soon brought criticism of the new agency,

Many people thought

of the W A as a joke and satirical comments, such us the one
■directed at a MPA exhibit, were frequents

"Wouldn't it be

nice to give each visitor a souvenir silver plated shovel
With a padded arm rest?* $ When the MPA became better organ
ised and began working bn more constructive projects, it was
accepted in a somewhat better light.14 Marion Henke, a lexi&gtom cattleman $2a& ^emoe2?at.* ggsegltoed iiow tte Xe&a eo»sea?~
elameat in t&e o o m % aaeapted tlie ftf&» wtoit te &&$*&
Broa&us Mitchell,
j^jCfiHMsaweBe, states C9 vois*;
paay»

m *

^Ewo projects were approved by the MPA in 1935— a
$6,000 swimming pool for Gothenburg, and a $25,000 armory
for Lexington. She county also applied for $19,000 to
build the approaches for a proposed bridge across the Platte
near the center Of th© county, at Barr, Ufa© Gothenburg flaas.
September 1 1 , 1955, Sect.. I , p.* I * the leSBfetpI ■ g p .p ^ r,
September f, 1935, p* I f October 31,1935,' p. !•
13S « SSSSS $£eal, March 31, If39, p* ?.
14Personal Interview by author with Hassell Holmes,
editor of fhe Gothenburg gj&es. Gothenburg, Hebraska, August
15 5 19®©*

?0
that those who worked for the agency, **had to eat**'*^ the
total political Impact of the WPA would be difficult to
measure*

While It is probably true that the agency alienated

some of the conservatives in the county, if is probably just
as true that the' HPA workers tended to rote for the Eooaevelt
Administration. for the two to four hundred persons who
worked for the WEA in 1935 and 1936, that agency soon became
"the personalised symbol of Bhole Sam sue a friend, provider
and employer,"*6
By the end of 1935* the most popular Hew Beal, program
in Bawson Sounty was the AAA*

While the HiA« the banking

Wt# I9i4 9 H I W
the AAA. had gained support,
gp?OWi.Gg» £&&& Sp^W'^Sl'

Jim*

95he most obvious evidence of
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lh 1930, the corn-hog farmers had voted

overwhelmingly to discontinue the whole AAA program.

In 1935

those same com-hog farmers voted 1,170 to 519 to continue
their program.

Shis dramatic vote of approval was seconded

1%er0oaal Interview by author with HariQa Henke,
local cattleman, lexiagtoa, Nebraska, Ingnat 20, 1966,
1SBixon Wester, The Age of the great Beuresslon,
1929-1901 (ffewlork? fliTlfiwSiiranTToag.any, 19te), p, 96.
She number of WEA wooers cited was an estimate given by
dames 0. Adams, who served on the MPA local board in the
1930's, end was cheeked by the author through the infrequent
references made in the county newspapers to employment on
specific projects* Personal Interview by author with lames
0. Adame,*Brady, Bebraska, August m , 1966,■-

by the wheat farmers who voted 101 to 34 in favor of their

At first glance this dramatic reversal of farm opinion,
is difficult to understand.

Why should farmers, in 1934 when

drought had rototoed them of any real chance of profit, reject
the federal farm program which provided’
them with money on
which to live, and then turn around, .in 1935, when production
was good, and endorse that same program?

fhe first logical

explanation would toe that there must have toeen a significant
increase In AAA payments,

the facts* however, do not hear

this oat.faking the corn-hog program as an example, 'in 193A
the payments to Dawson Gounty farmers totaled slightly over
half a million, dollars*

that total was only Increased toy

fifty thousand dollars in 1995*

She number of farmers in

volved in. the program also did not. vary appreciably, for con
tracts fop the IfIf program were signed-..toy 1,505 farmers as
compared to the 1,510 signed for Ifjfd*^ She. county's farmers
'^'fsmes G. Adams, (Dawson Gounty Agent), "Annual Eeports of Gooperative JSmteusAoji. work in .Agrioultune and home
Economics, Dawson gounty. State of Hebraska, 1935," pp* 21, 28.
fhe Go
7, 1559, p. I5 Adams,
"Gounty Agent's
. -She corn-hog referendum
was used as an example because of the high percentage of tarmere participating in the program and because that program
held referendums in tooth 1934 and 1935. The Wheat program was
not voted on in 1939, and its popularity was generally con
sidered to toe high in tooth years* therefore, the com-bog
vote was far-more ehsraeterAsbie of the growing approval of
the AAA in 1955*
*%4ame, "Gounty Agent's Seport, 1955,* p. 22* 1939,
p. 38* it is interesting to note- that although, local far
mers rejected the corn-hog program in the 1939- referendum.

ware not led to favor the program by any appreciable improve
ment in Its administration* for in 1935» as in I9f%* last
minute revisions in quotas caused confusion and some resentgA
ment.
She only plausible estimation for the extraordinary
change in attitude toward the program was that by October of
1935* Bawson Oounty farmers had been convinced m a t the new'
program would work*

they had seen the prices of their mm*:

modifies rise during 191% because of scarcity, but were '
surprised and pleased when in 1933* with crop production
back to near normal.* the prices remained relatively high*
Even more gratifying to .the corn-hog farmer was the- fact that
hog prices bad nearly doubled, since 1934.^

therefore* the

determining factor in the new popularity of the M i appears
to have been a belief that the farm program was proving suc
cessful In bringing about a return to natural farm prosperity,
through increased prices*
the emergency loan programs of the Federal Government
also tended to gain support for the farm program among the
less fortunate farmers of the county*

She Emergency Brought

loans and; Feed and deed loans granted by the M 4 totaled
-the sign-up for the 1993 program which took place in the
months following the referendum evidenced no decline in
participation.
a% b i d .*. 1933, p* m *
^ I n December, 1934* hog prices had averaged $%*90
per hundredweight: in Botcher of 1935* when the corn-hog
referendum was 'held* the price had dumped to 19*30* .Hebraska
Agricultural Statistics, 193%. p* 3;
F* 3*

nearly #100,000.

though these loans m m

of short duration*

they were a great help to the many farmers who did not have
sufficient funds with which to raise a osop is 1935.22 the
Resettlement Administration, which did not get underway
until late in the year, also contributed over 910,000 in
'grants and loans to twenty-seven of the county’s poorer S a m
mera,2^
By the time of the Supreme Court's invalidation of
the AAA in January, 1936, It had become increasingly appar
ent that the Federal farm, program had not oily gained'the
acceptance of the county's farmers, hat had become quite
important to the county's economy.

Even though the Govern

ment payments in the county constituted less than the State
average of fourteen per cent of the gross farm income, the
half million dollars plus per' 'year which it did provide
probably brought considerable.recovery to both farms ’and
towns.2*1' i
fh0 gradual return to farm prosperity which began in
Ifff* continued through 1936, despite the difficulties Of
drought and grasshoppers,

fbft combination of .natural disas

ters Sad the crop reduction programs of the AAA had virtually
22$he easaob totals weri 295 Emergency Brought loans
for 963,073, and 218 Sued and feed loans for §35,H O .75.
Adams, "County Agent's Report, 1935,” pp. % %
****** -* p. 41.
24Hebraaka legislative Council, Hebraska Blue Book,
1940 (linooln, Bebraskai a.p., 1940), p. 392.

eliminated the surpluses which had plagued the country in
1932.2^ Bated on an average of the 1909-1914 fana prices*
national farm inoome had niton from an index figure of 65 in
1952 to 114 in 1936.26 Murray B. Benedict, in farm Policies
of the Waited States, evaluated the position of the farmer
$,ffc
AgyieuXt;u2?0 thus w &m %fa& W#SB-£S<SSs^y hoth ojt tte
general economic recovery and of a variety of govern3R&21V&J.
&$tQk
WJjCLCJI
«lrVf
relatively, in the heat' positionit. had held since
the natural phenomena which served to keep surpluses
down -and prices high caused considerable grief for the local
farmers 'in 1936.

.In July, swarms of grasshoppers combined

with high temperatures and little moisture to damage county
crops,

the most severely injured crop was alfalfa, which

the hoppers caught just before the second cutting, causing
OBf(....a
nf ovaj?
/*»<**, y^ou,uou#
ftfirtn
,„_ln4.
an ost?a
jaat$ea Ifta®
xo&0 o*
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. 2%ucile 1. Pry, "the Wheat Section of the M l * '19331945 (With special reference to Kansas and Hebraska)" (un
published Master’s thesis, Department of History, University
of Hebraska* 194?)* p. 98} Boris 7. Steeple* "She Agricul
tural Adjustment Administration Program in frontler Gounty"
(unpublished Master's thesis* Bepartment of History, Hniver- ;
sity of Sabraeka, 1953)* p. 37* '•
26F. V. Subtle, “An Evaluation of the Hew Beal Agri
cultural Prooram.“ Social forces, XVXII (December, 19395*
■'PS3-84, -4-vP*
aSdief* farm Policies*:p.
'Adams, "County Agent's Beporb* 1936," p* 63*'

causing Pawsom, along with ever was thousand other counties,
to he classed as a drought county.^
While the relatively high farm prices allowed the
farmer Who could raise a crop in. 1936 to make a reasonable
profit, many were hit hard by the crop failures*

the Gothen

burg fines estimated that 220 feat families would need as
sistance during the coming Winter, meat of whom were from
'the marginal Southwestern and northeastern portions' of the
county.^0 these farm families and those in more enviable
circumstances probably appreciated the many farm loan plans
made available to them by the Federal Government. She Beaettlement Administration made rehabilitation and resettle
ment loans totaling over. $50,000 to fifty-one families, and
the local County Agent distributed another $14,800 in feed
and Seed loans and emergency grants.^1 the PGA also pro
vided help to many who were in financial straits*

County

.Agent Adams noted that
the various branches of the farm Credit Adminis
tration have assisted .materially in carrying Bawson
County farmers through the crucial period caused by
jifc iiLfc..
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addition*5
7fhe Gothenbura Simas. August 19, 1936* Sect. 1, p. 1
She total" .tainfaf1 for if|S at lexington was only 15*14
inches, nearly seven inches below normal* Ste herinaton
, August 5* 195?, p* 2.
fimes, August If, 1936, geet, 1, p.
’
Adams, "County Agent 's Beport, 193®,* p* 46*

the most active of the fCA lending agencies, the federal
land Bank, hat, by September, 1936, sate 54b loans in the
county totaling $1,895,900, sinoe its reorganization 'in the
Summer of 1933#

i t s figure represented roughly sixty-six

per cent of the total farm mortgage credit .and demonstrated
the enormous influence which the revitalized farm credit
system had on the county.^*
A 4to##t r##u&t'

bit# Supreme €k>urb1& invalidation

the AAA Am January, 1936 wee.the enactment of the Boll
Conservation and Itomesble Allotment Aet to. tot# February,
this act provided for payments to farmers who replaced soildepleting crops 'With soil-conserving crops, and on the sur
face changed the emphasis of the Hew Beal fans program from
erop redaction to Soil conservation*^ While the farmers
of the county had long been in favor of soil conservation,
one- 'aspect of the new program caused considerable concern*
She alfalfa .growers immediately felt that a program which
provided 'Subsidies for the production of alfalfa and other
legume crops would cause an overproduction of these crops
and destroy alfalfa as a cash commodity.

In a meeting held

in Cozad in March, a large group of businessmen and farmers
from five, central Hebraska counties decided to send a protest
■it
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note to their representatives la Washington.

While the

meeting achieved no concrete results short of a disdainful,
reply by Senator George W. Morris, it did -show the unpopu
larity of the new act among sot only the farmers.». but also
th®
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vided no benefits for the corn-hog producer .end was
criticized by the alfalfa farmers, nearly all of the county’s
farmers signed up under the new provisions.^6
While the total impact of the Hew Beal farm, program,
on the county farmers is difficult to judge, some generaliza
tions can be drawn*

Hirst of all, the original AAA, while

it received some criticism for the slaughter of cattle and
pigs, for favoring the big' farmer over the small farmer, and
for its alleged attempts to regiment and socialise agriieoal. March 10, 1936, p* 1; M
Sextonw
12, 1936, pp. I, I* She meeting was..
ealied by the Chambers of Commerce of the various
communities sending' representatives, but farmers were invited
to attend. Senator Morris, responding to this grumbling,
declared that
*lm other words Congress Is ashed to keep anybody
from planting or producing a crop which will come
into competition with anybody else who is now pro
ducing similar crops**
%hs dosed local. March' 1?, 1936, p* I,
^%heodore laloutes ant John B. gieka* Agricultural
Biscontent in the Middle Seat* 1900-1939 (Madison, Wisooabihi University of"'msb'oniia’Hress* Js95l7)* P* 505; Adame,
nGounty Agent’s Heport, 1936,® p. 22* 'Eighteen hundred
work sheets were measured out in the county to check com
pliance in 1936, but no figures were given by the County
.Agent as to the'number who proved their' compliance in these
measurements under the provisions of the -new act#

culture, was still favored by tbs county's farmers.®'’ Gov
ernment subsidies .and tbs rise, in prices bad evidently out
weighed the various criticisms.

Ike new io.il Conservation

and Domestic Allotment plan mat with some disapproval, but
when 1936 farm prices roao to heights of well over a dollar
|*0i* Ima&ei £&& both ooasi a&& wheat,

ssstwsS

Raw Deal formula 'would continue to worfc.®8 fbe most univer
sally popular of the Hew Deal tana-orientated programs,
however, continued to be the new system of farm credit.

%

to. the end of 1936, no criticism of the PCA, its affiliated
agencies, or other farm, loan programs appeared in the county
newspapers,

therefore, when the general elections approached

in the Pall Of 1936, the Roosevelt forces could count upon
the support of many farmers, especially those who had not
been disappointed by the provisions of the conservation act,
She political campaign of 1936 was 'watched by the
people of:Dawson County very closely*

3?hey could 'not view

with detachment this campaign which "brought to the fore the
whole Row. Deal conception of government."

they m a t have

'realised that even, though the Republican candidate, Alfred
handoa, did not ’
.advocate a complete eradication, of Sew leal
programs, a victory by that party would have indicated a
^personal Interview by author with Moy d Kain, editor
of fhe hescington Qjfpper, herington, Hebraafca, August 11, 1966*

®%eoter, She Age of the Great Depression, p. 101*

rejection of Roosevelt and 1*0' now direction which the
Federal Government had taken during the previous four years*
Even with the intense partisan interest in the 1936 campaign,
only one of the major newspapers of the county come out with
definite stands supporting a candidate. She Gothenburg
times and the heriagton Clipper remained remarkably neutral
during the campaign, although their respective editors later
admitted following a particular political persuasion.40 the
Cozad local,, however, was far from neutral#

Immediately af

ter the national nominating conventions, She local came out
for the Republican candidate and began stressing hie Kansas
background and moderate stand on economic issues. through
the Summer of 1936, the bocal began to take issue with many
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1934 was also criticized for allegedly allowing price-depres’MiSk !wm;
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'Condemnation was aimed directly at Roosevelt.
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the hesitancy

^Russell Holmes, editor of She
editorial comment following the
»« hioyd .Ham,
was a Democrat, the editor of the
f^m n ^ r % y - B 5 s i,S t iB 4 . It # H # # a
far before the election,
and though he kept his newspaper relatively neutral, he pri
vately worked as Republican Gounty Chairman toward- the reju
venation of the GPP* m e Gothenburg times. November 11,.
1936, Sect* t, p* 9} m e "'l>i»Stbh"'Sllnuer* Ingust 27, 1936,
p* 4*
41the first overt.criticism of FDR by the Cozad Meal
oame 'in the for# of a political cartoon on August'
■after, frequent cartoons were aimed at Roosevelt’s broken
campaign promises, -his family background, and his attempts to
buy votes with give-away programs, the Cozad local. August

A,'

80
on the part of She local's editor to denounce JPHS personally
demonstrated the obvious admiration which a large portion of
the citizens held for the freside»t*

A good example of 'how

fed local evaluated the merits of the- respective candidates
appeared late 1$.

StBBer

candidates

within thro# weeks Of each Other at Worth Platte, approxi
mately forty-five miles west of Cozad.

landon's talk re

ceived two columns on the front page and a flattering pic
ture, while Soosevelt *a visit merited only seventeen lines,*12
In late September and. October, She local attempted to make
it? aj>|>0&£ 00 ir

coiiiiwy

w i^iiaoii oy

making use of the literary Digest polls, statements by Valter' Mppman, and other devices.^

s^stosnSsii te -f||g= Soea3s.,B %sad£'t?dosB2»ly
vative campaign against the Boosevelt Administration was the
support which it gave to the Townsend movement, While the
Townsend plan never attracted large numbers of adherents in
the county, in early 1956, two local clubs were formed to.
push for the adoption -Of the plan/** The Townsend ;plaa
called for the payment of a monthly pension of 1200 to .persons
p. 1*

42Ibid., August 18, 1936, p* 1; September 4, 1936,

^Ibld., September .11, 1936, p. 2* September S3, 1936,
p., t; October JO, 1936'* P* 8*
^Townsend clubs were, formed in lexington in January
and in Cozad in 'Kerch of 1936* fee Lexington Clipper, Janu
ary |0, 1936, p. 1? She Cozad l o m E , IjgfriCf* H P , p* 1.
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ever sixty, on the conditions that they retire fro® any
tt03?lc. tm&
IMS
tliey i?000i.TOd $M* *

MteMB'ff wSt#M,s tibs tbtiteWi* in irli&Bfe.
tia® plan &a& ataa? mon# $dU&$hlp'

with socialism 'than some of the other programs which The
local criticized for that reason, the paper advocated the
proposal m

"a movement of the people «nitS A Baweoa County

writer hired by She Local to report- the progress of the move
ment in the vicinity claimed that .If the program were not
pat into effect,, the "13,000,000 unemployed will go Commun
istic or

Set all of the papers demonstrated

approval of the program.

She editor of Sfoe Gothenburg fimes

.showed M s reaction to the fownsenditee when .he acted that
several cars displaymg banners of the "fownsend
Caravan" with California licenses went through town
Sunday afternoon. * * * She cars weoiaoticed were of
the larger, Mghen-prleed variety.
She local Bepublicaa Party made a valiant effort,
prior to and during, the campaign to revitalise itself and
regain the support which it had lost since 1932.

She impetus

for this Bepubliean resurgence came from an unofficial meet
ing of some eight thousand midwestera. lepublicane in Spring
field, Illinois, in June, 1 9 3 5 Swo local, young (MSB
^%illiam 8. Leuchteaburg, ,
the gew .Beal. 1932-1940 (Hew forks
PP*
Cogad jjgggg,, April 7, 1938, p. 3*
4?Ibid., April 14, 1936, p. 5.
1, June 31 1936, Sect* 2, p. 5«
Juno 13, 1935, p. 8.

followers bad attended this meeting wad soon after returning
started a campaign to bold rallies in each precinct in the
county.

These two leaders m m Idoyd Sain and William Stewart,

both of leadngton, and the rallies which they organized soon
became effective tools in molding Republican support in. the
eastern half of the county.-^0

She local Republicans, In

making their appeal to the citiseas of the county, tended to
011 ©300

3?BgjLB20Sl»BSSOS*WeewBSS 1IJ&02F t»3^1lfglt#

considerable attention to the-

already

defunct BBA to surest

their ease.'*3.
Governor landoa gave the local Republicans some sup
port In their campaign to regain control of the county.
Several leaders were allowed to accompany the candidate;.in
his railroad trip across the county In August, and gain in
troduced the governor when he spoke In lexington on the
2 7 t h . l a n d o n ’s general campaign left much to be desired.
He accused the Hew Sealers of doing .nothing for the farmers. and; then

etmusad

sjiI

jp-t-ot*1S6^ t^hs i^ams^m jo^otty jsuc^i

Interviews by author 'With William .Stewart
and Lloyd Kain, Lexington, Nebraska, August S, and August 11,
1966, respectively. Mr. Eaia explained that Since he and
Mr. Stewart sere both well-known In the eastern portion of
the county, the rallies there m m well-attended and quite
successful. But since neither was as well-acquainted with
the people in the western portion,, rallies there were not
aa effective.*
^Stewart Interview, August 16, 1966*
■, August 27, 1956, p. 1.

.

of the same

One thing which did become apparent

in fiandon’s campaign and in the: campaign of the local Repub
licans, 'wan that while tier would efitieiS® Roosevelt’s
methods, his ultimata objectives and some of hi® new pea**
grams were not he he attached.

As Peter K, Qdegard, when

considering the accomplishments of Sooaevelfis first term
to his Prologue to W&msBmte. 1040. noted: '
Shore was . . . a fairly general acceptance of
mueh that had seemed radical or revolutionary in, the
first Hew Baal. She social security program, the
need for federal relief of unemployment, * . # the
of l&auj^Luig £&&&&&! t>&o3& &&po&gtB$ hh©
@ $ M & g m §<mm^m^g0B
W m 0eow±Moa .aoA
Bicohopoge Ctoiasission*. tho p©4©g?$& Q®w&wxkc&t>g<>&B
Mosiom* hhe #ed03?al &msih0
the fuhMe
WoMca
tte flood e n t e m ahd co&aes^'
irttim
*■ * * amd the meet for fedor&i
laatearreiitiea im m m & £oam to help dehf^iMeaa*
hmsfcropt end ©wplu.0 ©te£yD||l#4 formo-c*© were now
gomamll^r oppajovod* the
e^itieism of
these.- &ud othe^ phases of the ftost Mew Se-al wes
%h&$ theii? ohjeotlves w e m somd hut the fpeeifi©
reaped!08dN$3& hodlj eoueeiTOd O11&/02? hadl^f n4mia~
2he Roosevelt landslide in the. national elections
of 1936 demonstrated the people's faith in the Ideals of tits
Hew Real#

RBR swamped fission nationally. In Sebraska, and

in Sawson Oounty,^

Respite the warnings of She

and the efforts of local Republicans, the people of the
Saloutos and Sides, Aarloultur
Xork:

^Peter H. Odegard, Prologue to J
Harper and Brothers,£1940/), p. *♦
^%ebrasfca legislative Council, J

county voted t® maintain the Roosevelt Administration 4,021
te I

'the 448 vote majority was ft tribute both to

the personality of the President and to bis program,

the

Many varied activities of Roosevelt, especially his fireside,
chats, .bad. drawn considerable attention to him personally
and with this attention came soae support.

Even the most ,

severe, critics in the county bed. not -yet questioned the
President *s sincerity, and many were undoubtedly convinced :
that he had their best interests at heart.

Hia continuous

entering to the poor and underprivileged endeared Roosevelt
to a large number of voters, for in this they perceived m
element of Christian charily*
fh e Hew Beal programs were also re s p o n s ib le f o r

Roosevelt ‘s v ic to r y in Bawaoa gou n ty*

Of the m a jo r Hew Beal

legislation o f the f i r s t “hundred days," o n ly the.' ill-fated
HRA met with hearty disapproval.
vO JlSt02?6

■
1

Only when the Roosevelt
O'S&JL

.
3»K&

■

large numbers of specific measures greeted with concern.
Even then the criticism was not widespread or vehement.

Hot

until the election campaign Im the Summer of 1936 did the
criticism become loud* and this censure sounded much like
the typical partisan cries of a party out of power, looking
for issues*

the focus of "the vocal opposition was centered

in tbs newspaper in Cozad, and the fact that Gozad gave
Roosevelt the. strongest majority of any of the three towns
^®Bawson Gounty Abstract o f Votes, II, 192*

of the county, indicated that She Oflzad local did not m e m *
ately reflect the feelings e# that area.*?

therefore, it

would appear that due to Boosevelt'a personal popularity,
and the lack of specific concrete issues, the Sepublicana
did «ot hate much chance of weakening BBS's held an the
people of" Baweon Qounty,
On the surface the 448 rote majority feasted to iadicate that Boosevelt did retain his popular 'hold* 'fat this
majority, ■compared to hif 1,654 tote margin in lift, showed
that over 1,100 individuals turned 'their backs on M e , ™
She fact that M B increased his popular majority in only one
of the county's twenty-two precincts demonstrated that in
f£Q

tso0 past?

jpggRft* He i n a,&a0 0 & *$£tr

Vflb^f in i

the President lost support? BO clear, definitive answer can
'he given, but the most logical assumption is that at some
time within bhe four-year period, the Boosevelt Administra
tion had alienated some voters, or at least caused feme to
doubt the value of its programs,
She election results of Iff# give only the barest
'
t
clues as to which groups within the county rejected the Bew
Beal,

the only economic group which evidenced a marked

^Ibid.. It, 192, 147*
•^Boosevelt gained support in Paraam precinct, lo
cated
.
i
n the extreme southwestern corner of the county.
jfc M
J1M»» ***

tendency to ©witch their votes from the Itemocratie ticket
were the cattlemen.

All five precincts which showed the

greatest Republican gains in 1956 contained sizable portions
of pastureland.

What specifically alienated the cattlemen

is difficult to decipher.

It may have been the low cattle

prices or the distasteful slaughter of 'livestock which ac
companied the- Government •e cattle buying campaign of 1934-.®1
It may have been that the crop reduction payments of the
AAA and the conservation payments of the new plan did not
provide equivalent benefits for than.

It may have been that

they felt the agricultural policies of the Sew Seed,- were
driving up prices on corn -and other necessities faster than
on cattle.

It may even have been the ill-fated Halted

States— Argentine Sanitary Convention of 1935 which would
have allowed Argentine beef, into America.®^ Whatever the
reason, the cattlemen disapproved*
®°Etese precinct® were Buffalo, Hillside, Macoln,
Platte, and Wood River, ibid.*
®1Cattl© price© had 'Shown a marked rise under the
Hew heal from a low of $3.90 per hundredweight in December,
1933 to a high of 58,80 la .Hay, 1935* Prices slipped some
what in 1936 to $6.50 in August, but by November they were
again over $7* It should be noted, however, that the 1936
price -was still well below 1938 levels when'cattle sold for
Of high as $12.60, Hebraeka Agricultural.Statistics, 1928.
1935, 1934-, 1935., and 1 9 M ,pp. IlS, 3, 3, 3, and 3, respec6Sg;his trade treaty negotiated by Secretary of State
Cordell Hull died in the Senate*s foreign gelations Commit
tee. John f, Sehlebeeker, Cattle Raising on the Plains.
1900-1961 Clincoln, Hebraskat Hiiiversity of Hebraska Press,
1963), p. 14*7,

8?
She farmers who specialized in alfalfa also seem to
have shown some disapproval of the Hew Deal's policies,
three of the strongest lepublican precincts, Grant, Overton,
and Coyote, were large producers of alfalfa, and of the
strongest Democratic precincts, none produced a high per
centage of the erop.6^ these farmers undoubtedly opposed
the new conservation act because Of the competition it
promised, and also may have bean influenced by their economic success in 193^.

in that year, when the alfalfa

producer made great gains da# to a lack of other available
1M99 JMNBInB&il $&©§r ttW© W®TO w- ^TO#w#ifc TO© TO&&
a irederal faro program of any sort*

Jsven though .alfalfa

growers were spread throughout most of the county, and their
defection, may explain .some Of the general decline of Demo
cratic votes, it should be noted that few of the county's ,
farmers specialized in the production of alfalfa*

So most

>«i Adams, "County Agent’e Beport, 1940," p. fga.
She "a" indicates a separately numbered report which was. in
serted within the regular County Agent's report for 194#*
®^It should be noted that the alfalfa farmers* fears
of reduced prices were hot justified* In duly, 1933, well- '
before the passage of the aoil-coneervabion act, "the price
of alfalfa had. dropped from 813*60 per ton to 87*60. -the
price declined steadily for one year and then in duly, 1936*
due to drought conditions, jumped again to 810 and to 815
in August* Although alfalfa prices declined gradually
through Iff? and IffS, it was' apparent that competition pro
duced by the 1956 act was. far less to- blame than waa the
Increased production brought about by increased rainfall*
“ "
‘ ■" * ‘ ‘
""sSis 1935, I9is« S2S2.*’and 19:38*
m

farmers alfalfa constituted only one of several crops which
Were grows, os their land.
Sore important than the defection of the cattleman
and alfalfa grower was the fast that the farmer .is trouble
tended to remain with Roosevelt.

Seven precincts showed

only minor or so Democratic losses .Is the 1956 election*
and all of those precincts contained significant portions, of
marginal: lands*

In each ease the marginal lands were, or

had been, farmed la relatively small acreages, and were con
sequently the site of many foreclosures.^ for these far
mers, the predominant factor in their decision to support
loosevelt was probably the new- fa*m credit system of the
Mew Deal*’ She PGA, BA, Emergency Drought, and feed, and deed
loans all worked to .allow -many farmers to continue in their
chosen vocations*

Since sis of these precincts also ranked

relatively high in the production of wheat, the popularity
of the AAA wheat program may also have contributed to their
/r/£

decision to vote for Boosevelt.

®he new conservation act

was not unfavorable to wheat growers, and the high price of
®%hese precincts included! Parnam, where the Demo
crats gained support? Holmes, Antelope, and German, where
Democratic losses were very slight} and Dogas, Kennebec and
Binggold, where the losses were.somewhat larger but far be
low the county average, ©f these precincts, logaa, faraaam,
Kennebec, and Antelope had high .rates of foreclosures from
1930 to Ifl©* ranging from an approximate one per ©very six
families la taraam and logan, to one per twelve families in
Antelope* Dawson County Abstract of votes. II, 192; Dale
Docket of Dawson County Hebraska, III, 19-AAA,
^Adams, "County .Agent's Sepert, 1940," pp. 32-55*

wheat in the tail of 1936. probably convinced many farmers
that the farm program was beneficial*S'>
She method of dividing town precincts so that both
rural and city dwellers were included .in each ward make
valid conclusions difficult to achieve .in the evaluation of
the town vote*

One obvious generalization, however, could

be made-— the town vote shifted to a far leas degree than in
the average rural precinct*

While Hoosevelt*s percentage of.

the votes declined in each of the county's towns, the shift
was* in so instance, great* Boosevelt retained fairly strong
a
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street opposition to Roosevelt had either net fully materi
alised or was counteracted by voting shifts of other groups.
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c m and three* numerous VPA workers resided,

all
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the residents

®%he price of wheat in ©etober of 191# was 81,09
per bushel* Hebraaka Agricultural Statistics. Ill#, p. 3*
^fhe 193# totals for the town precincts were*
Boosevelt
harden
lexington Precinct
991
909
Oozad Precinct''
523
3%
Gothenbtirg precinct
518
4B8
Dawson County Abstract of Votes, II, 192*

of ward two probably found Roosevelt's HR& and other "socialIstic" measures far- more objectionable than, these who lived
1&

oizfaBS?

w&$0*

Ifto®#

tM^^S i^b^Ss

.gave Roosevelt slim majorities, one could logically assume
that the lower income families tended to support the Presi
dent.

the fact that these two wards gave Roosevelt consid

erably more support in 1952 than in 1916, 'however, seems to
indlioato t&afe #1|0

@MA.

aad'WPA

'W&W& ti&%

till#

in bringing lower class support to Roosevelt,
%OBi$ fn,$* more ir®tes 4b, till#©# 1?wd

&€M2sts03?#

RDR, in fact,.

t?&an §M 1?$*# iqom

prosperous second ward,6^ therefore, the premise that main
street opposition was counteracted by the votes of WPA
workers cannot be relied upon.

She pro-social security'

"Aged" vote in ether areas might have bees great enough to
neutralise a voting change by town merchants, but is Hawses
County most of the elderly were made up of retired farmers
who would not have approved of the social, security legisla
tion*

Since there was no apparent vote to cancel a sizable

voting shift by the more prosperous element, it must be
assumed that main street did not vote radically different in
1956 than it had in 1952*

In fact, the merchants had already

6% h e ward totals in laxingtoa in 1992 and 1
BzoBemlf?
U qqw ®$?
1st Ward
$¥*.ct V&B&.
$Pft lifoxd

ei

ti
demonstrated their adherence to the 503? la 1952, and only
Strengthened their position moderately in 1956.

the less

prosperous elements in the towns, possibly somewhat influ
enced by the vocal anti-Hoosevelt merchants and press, had
become slightly lea© enthusiastic shout the Hew Peal by. 1956.
'the 1956 election results in Bawsoa County revealed
a curious East-West split in the voting*

Sth© eastern half

of the county* With the exception of only three precincts *
was solidly Eepublieaa, while the western half was. univer
sally Democratic*
for this Split#
WTh ifidM <Yri mw-wWii mm -dm©1add'Jatt

-Ujf

tI

.

there are only two logical, explanations

First the local lepublican rallies had been
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the popularity of the Wheat program may have influenced
that area.
WmB

0B.0,iys3#0 i^oirto©#
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6at«*

planation for Boosevelt's overall loss of support in the
county, hut this partial explanation may be all that is
possible#

$fo one can say far certain exactly why individuals

vote the way they do*

Consequently, partial explanation©

and educated guesses must ..suffice#
In ©tying away from Hoosevelt in 1956 some Dawson
County voters may have been demonstrating a natural fear of
the lew Beal’s government by experiment#. Boosevelt*© fiscal
program were quite different from those practiced, during

the twenties and probably ran counter to the traditional
political concepts of numerous individuals* the multitude
®jr new
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term probably also cost him some support, for most enactments
were bound to bring some opponents. 'Since the county bad
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Boosevelt *s margin would have been truly phenomenal* the
fast that he. maintained a reasonable portion of that major
ity is probably just as significant as any decline which
occurred.^
Boosevelt 's 191® victory probably caused both
jubilation and concern among local Democrats,

the Presi

dent 's margin of victory was solid, but M s loss of votes
represented only tbs beginning of a tread which was to be
come stronger end stronger during MS' second term*

A son-'

servatlve reaction, which was eventually to bring about a
.return to traditional' Bepublicaniem to Dawson Gounty, was
on its way*
should be noted that Boosevelt also suffered a
moderate decline to, support throughout Nebraska* Prom 62
per oeab of the vote to 1932, bis margin of victory to 1936
dropped to. M per cent, James C. Oleon, History of Hebraska
(Lincoln, Nebraskai Hnlveraity of Pebrtoia fiiasT*MS>l# ■
p, .318*

Early to 193? great optimism was evident across too
nation,

it appeared as .if the Depression had been conquered,

and %hs recent elections demonstrated that too nation was
willing to give too M m Dealers credit for the victory,

In

dustrial production and general business activity, though
still below toe level of toe late 1926'*:®* had. progressed so
far from toe depths of

that it seemed .as it toe

'Country war© actually prosperous, to Dawson Gounty pros
pects for prosperity were particularly good,

Para prices

were as high as at any time since 1929, and. for the first
time to recent years, early Spring rains brought toe prospect
of abundant harvests- which would allow' the t.srmer to take
%

full advantage of toe price rise,
fhe only factor which appeared to- threaten these .har
vests was the- grasshopper*

By July the problem of grass

hoppers was widespread* and farmers- were urgently requesting
federally-supplied poison ttt&t** ft«m though the Government
responded with sufficient poison to cover 48,000 acres of

Damon County cropland, tew farmers saved their Spring seedings of alfalfa, and the wheat drop suffered irreparable
damage,^

la 1998* the hoppers returned to cut the economi

cally vital alfal-fa crop in half end' -destroy an estimated
half million dollars worth of cropa.#*
With th e re tu rn Of relative prosperity in early 193?,
th e p e o p le of Parson County began to tu rn their a tte n tio n to

non-economio issues, and the Boosevelt Administration pro\

vided one issue about which the people could get thoroughly
riled*

In February of that yean-, President 'Boosevelt
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fo the conservative-minded

citizens O f Dawson County, th e plan v io la te d the lo n g -h e ld
precept of separation of powers and threatened the existence
of c o n s titu tio n a l government in th e W hited States. fhe
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Roosevelt; 0 j^x&3&. implied

that "the constitution should no longer serve as a possible
barrier to the will of the president and of a congress
%Stteo C. Adams (Dawson County Agent), "Annual Re
port of' Cooperating Work in Agriculture end' Some Economics
Bawson County,. State of Hebraska, 193?,* p * S?» Between
sixty and seventy per sent of the county's wheat ©rep was
destroyed la Iff?, and County Agent Adams estimated-the
grasshopper damage at 30-35,000, Arthur Clarence Sehmleding,
"Geographic Patterns of failure of Wheat and Cora in He
braeka, 1931-1952” (unpublished Master's thesis. Department
of Geography, University of Hebraska, 19SA), p. 37t Adams,
"County Agent's Heport, Iff?,* f* f?*
^Adams, "Gounty Agent's Keport, 1939," pp, 8,
1A*

accepting U s leadership#* and the Gozad local seconded that
evaluation.^
dust as the court-packing plan unleashed conservative
critics of the Sew teal across the nation, la Dawson Gouaty,
conservatives now felt-free to speak.

Conservatives gained

further ammunition from the outbreak of labor strife which
became public dm early %$W*

.Editorials in both fhe heading-

had Che Gozad local criticised sit-down strikes
and im p lie d th a t th e Wagner le t sh o u ld be amended.

She papers

opposed th e a c t, su g g e stin g th a t i t had g iv e n o rg a n ize d la b o r

too much power, and had promoted labor strife, thus, causing
$§
an. undue rise in the cost of living*
From the specific
Issues raised by the court-packing plan and the labor unrest,
con&ei^atJlw arguments

3*0r&*3£&0&

mo3?e

traditional lines of questioning public spending, the national
debt, and' governmental regimentation*

In August, 1937, the

editor of fhe Gozad local praised business .sad industrial
leaders for expanding production facilities in the face of
February 7 * 1957* P*
erald’s arguments through* *7?f, F**A,—

Wagner or Katioa
th e w e ig h t Of th e
of duly,...............
F e d e ra l Government firmly b e h in d ' Organised la b o r* I t >
guaranteed, to unions the r ig h t o f collective b a rg a in in g
and com pelled employers to a llo w the unionization o f t h e ir
loats, it further established a permanent agency, the
ational labor Relations Board, empowered to guarantee
these and other pro-labor ends* William S . leuchteaburg,
. 1992
f-ffr
* W> *
Gozad

f

"h ig h e r la b o r c o a ts * in c re a s e d ta x a tio n * and harassm ent b y
a m u lt ip lic it y o f governm ental re g u la to ry a g e n c ie s ."'’
In th e Autumn o f

%W?

th e p ro s p e rity b ab b le b u rs t*

and th e Am erican economy w ent in to a Severe re c e s s io n .

P re

m ature cu tba cks in F e d e ra l spending o rd e re d b y P re s id e n t
R o o se ve lt and im proved fa rm p ro d u c tio n b ro u g h t a sh a rp de
c lin e in fa rm p ric e s *

She p ric e o f c o rn s u ffe re d th e m ost

s e rio u s d e c lin e o f a l l lo c a lly -g ro w n fa rm com m odities* f a l l 
in g fro m a h ig h o f $1.20 p e r b u sh e l in d u ly to $.51 p e r
b u s h e l b y th e end o f -the y e a r} and o th e r fa rm p ro d u c ts
fo llo w e d s u it* •dfiv Sim (WitoMrtS

d l • * * Jem
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in Sawson C ounty lo c a l businessm en were e x p e rie n c in g t h e ir
.p o o re st y e a r in some tim e *

m

W h ile th e 're c e s s io n o b v io u s ly caused s e rio u s problem s
f o r th e businessm en and v a lle y fa rm e rs , th e in d iv id u a ls m ost
a dversely^ a ffe c te d were th e fa rm e rs in th e M ils *

These f a r 

mers were n o t* however* .s u ffe rin g fro m a d e c lin e in fa rm

7S® ItSM feftfti* **®det fl» 1997* PMSL. ::
A g r ic u ltu r a l S ta tis tic s , 1 9 9 7 ), F*

' ***''

3*

-? M g » Z .F & lm e r, p tM ls t ia s l A b s tra c t o f Kebraska
B u sin e ss, aebraeka Economic end B usiness 'R eport h o . 1
( lin c o ia , Hebraskas C o lle g e o f B usiness A d m in is tra tio n ,.
U n iv e rs ity o f N ebraska, 1 9 5 7 ), p * S8 .

i0A4ams, "County Agent's Report, 1937." p. 9*

prices alone.

Four years of drought, combined with hail and

grasshoppers, forced many of the already heavily mortgaged
hill faimers to leave the land,13plight of the M U

commenting on the

farmer, County Agent Mams noted that

much of the. hill .land should never hare 'been broken.

The

leak of sub-surface water end irrigation, coupled with suc
cessive drought years, robbed .the soil of its reserve ■mois
ture.

0onseq,ueatly, most hill farmers could raise little,

>mr'mt» ijtl'
an
*■•’•*.*1'^.wJL
'fill'
000,
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creditors,3-2
By the end of 1937, the hill, farmer had become the
primary concern of the Farm Security Administration, a
recently-created Federal agency 'whose primary purpose was to
deal with’farm tenancy.

When the new PSA administrator,

Virgil Sykea, arrived in lexingtoa in late gamer, he Was
met with fifty-three lean applications and a list of 199
farm families on direct relief. Hr. Sykea described the
farmers applying for loans as '"discouraged, dooperate and
generally ashamed of their financial condition.',3-^ By early
1938, the PSA had 159 small loans in force and 160 families
^%bjd*. p. 8.
12Ibid.. 1938, p, 8.
*%er«onal Interview by author with Virgil Sykes,
retired PSA administrator, Worth Platte, Kebraska, August

on direct monthly grants.

She value of the F8A loans and

grants was -noted, by County Agent Adams, who credited them
with allowing many farmers in the critical M i l precincts 'to
stay on. the farm.1^ other FSA a c t iv it ie s also brought a id
to local farmers, such as th e work o f' the farm Debt Adjust

ment Committee,

fhis committee, made up of local, volunteer

members, met w ith needy fa rm e rs and t h e ir c re d ito rs to ar—

range for realistic debt extensions onA reductions which
would allow farmers to moot their obligations. from 195?
t?x23?©ug2i

f imp- comm,t?t?eo &cyust?ecl irlltety

W l l ##**■

suiting in a debt reduction of 910,896.16 FSAf arm tenant
loans, established under the Bankhead—Jones farm ®enancy Act
of 1957, also brought hope to county farmers.

She purpose

Of these loans was to provide long-term, low-rate credit
for farm tenants so that they -might purchase their .-own farms,
la the spring of 1938, Dawson County received the -first two.
tenancy loans offered in the central Baited States, and. by
the end. Of the year, the. county had received five such loans
the total money loaned was 960,615 in 1958. She
.grants averaged about 920 per month per family and totaled
#12,0?2. Adams, "County Agent's Beport, 195®,* p. 45.
15ibld.. I f f ? , p. ®* A su rve y o f If© o f th e PSA
loans re v e a le d that th e y in c re a s e d th e average net worth
of th e farms ffh ® and re s u lte d in b rin g in g . Ap® h o g s ,. 3?A
cattle and. 250 sheep in to the- c o u n ty , th e Posad lo c a l.
daauary 6 , 19.19, p* 1*
limes. A ugust #, 195®, Sect. 1

totaling over $46,QO0,1’7 Th& popularity of this loan pnogram could be seen both in tit# county newspapers and An the
seventy-six applications which we*#: made for the five avail
able loans,18
She continued subsidies Of the M i also provided aid

fo r the county ’s unfortunate h ill f armsrs as well as the
more prosperous valley farmers. Of the 1,560 farm owners
who signed applications under the Conservation lo t of
383 were dry land farmers* Conservation payments in
amounted to over one smarter of a m illion dollars,1^ in
1958, however, AAA payments to Dawson County declined markedly
Ihe .new Agricultural Adjustment dot of 1938 brought a. con
siderably modified farm program, ant many of the county’s
farmers were, reluctant to participate* fhis program provided.
I*. SWI®®b 4I.^

lSSWSS#S|

and a <juota system which eould. be called into effect by a

referendum vote of the farmers.'*® Although the county news
papers urged the farmers to give the new program a fair
tr ia l, only forty-five per cent ei^ed up under the second..
April 7, IfIS, Sect* 1, p, 4s Jge
I®, ifff, p* 1.
1SAdams, "County Agent’s Heport, 1938,° p*
Hebraeka legislative Council,
oln, Hebraakas a*p., 1940),
l*toEEi
Program in Hebraska" (unpublished Haster's thesis, Graduate
College, University of Hebraska, 1941), pp* 46-47,

AAA.

91

While the rather high, acreage reduction requirements

farced seme farmers to avoid participation, the program’s
newness was probably the decisive footer in causing the
scanty sign—up. Many farmers chose to wait and see if the
benefits of the program woula offset the advantages of in
dependent production*

She reluctance of' farmers to partici

pate caused AAA payments to Dawson County to drop over
$60,000 from the 1937 total* 'the county's loss vac further
demonstrated by George A* Anthony, chairman of the local con
servation committee, who noted that by full participation in
the 1938 program, county farmers would have received $512,432
instead of the $199,198 which they collected,22
While the £SA and AAA. brought both relief and income
to the farmers of Dawson Gounty, throe other Mew Seal agen
cies were promoting programs which were to have a more
lasting effect*

the SEA* FWA and DOA sponsored programs

which were 'to eventually bring a better life for the'farmer
through electricity, irrigation, and security fyos. fore
closure*
By 1957, the crisis in farm credit was largely over*
farms which had been mortgaged beyond their feasible, limits
had already been foreclosed upon, and those which .held the
possibility of repayment had had their debts either read-

lusted or refinanced.*** Although the activities of the SSA
debt adjustment committee and the loans of various other
M m Deal agencies had played a large role in restoring a
reasonable farm debt situation, the PSA, with its local
Production Credit Associations and federal farm Loan Asso
ciations, should receive a majority of tbs credit. 'She Daw
son County farm Loan Association, formed in 1919 under credit
legislation passed during the Administration of Woodrow
Wilson, had, by 1917* ®ade 522 loans in the county, totaling
over two million dollars.
since 1955

under

Most of these loans had been made

the revitalised system of farm credit pro

vided by the Ibw Deal.^

this association provided the

farmer with the necessary long-range capital, net only for
continued operation in hard times, but also for expansion
in machinery and land,

the moat important contribution of

the S84 was, however, its significant redaction of the pros
pect of farm foreclosure, .la Iff?, farm foreclosures numhered less than half the totals of 1955 and 19ft, and further
decline seemed likely,
mmm
®t t ;
■

Peog ^^cles^of

***. June, 1957, the lecal 'association held over
8500^000 la emergency Government loans alone* She Lerina'... **
>*, June 22, 1957, p * 1*
%here were eighteen farm foreclosures in 1957. It
should be noted that due to the recession there was a slight
rise in foreclosures in 1958* to 25* but in 1959* the number
agaLn declined to If* Sale Socket of Dawson County, Nebraska,
IXft, 449-6tft» IV, 1-82*

She continued activity of the |>WA In the field of
Irrigation also benefited the fanner,

the Sutherland and

tri-County projects continued to he extremely popular in the
county, especially when farmers could see the tangible bene
fits of irrigation.

In 1937, even after three years of

severe drought had reduced the water table, farmers in the
valley produced an extremely go<
to irrigation.26 the popularity which irrigation achieved
could be seen in- the more than 29# new wells which were in
stalled during 1937 and 1938.27

In 1933, over 3*500 farmers

joined to fern the Dawson County Pump Irrigation District
in order to facilitate the purchase of Irrigation pumps
from the 2WA.28 farmers who felt that ditch irrigation was
more suited to their needs were gratified when the state
■director of the FWA predicted that by -the end of 1939, tWA.\
projects would be irrigating 220,000 acres of -farmland in
l(ewSl8K3e■'
Early in 1937* the lawson County Public fewer District
announced plans which were eventually to provide the farmer
with a far better life*

through an

se a

loan, the district

26Adams, "County Agent's Eeport, 1937*'* f» 927Ibid,, p. 8. '
28the new district hoped to get a EWA grant for'fortyfive per cent and a loan for the. remainder of the money nec
essary to buy irrigation pumps for all of the members. the
lexington Clipper. September 22, 1933* p« 1*
a% h e Gothenburg times* September 1, 1933* Sect* 1,
p. 1.

planned to construct its extensive system of rural electrical
Uses which would "provide the benefit#: of electric service
without the necessity of the farmer making an investment for
line c o n s t r u c t i o n . l y the end of IffS, the district had
signed up 721 customers and had received an BEA loan of
8318,000 for construction ©f 273 miles of line***
New leal agencies such as the W & and PWA also con
tinued to contribute to the economies of the towns of Dawson
County, .pie outbade in federal spending for relief and
public works, which president Boosaveit ordered in dune,
1937» received no note in the county newspapers, .and while
tmiy one m&4©:£ public wbjsfcs proved; m

blic

county between the Praeideat's cutback and the end of the
year, most prelects which were already underway were con
tinued*

At that tine W k projects included the extension and

repair of the sanitary sewer system and water mains, the con'#truct4o»*of a new seven-acre park, the improvement of the
county fair ground#, and a soon-to-be initiated recreation
fWA projects withia. the county were, however,
f;, March 11, 1937» p* i*
Adams, "County Agent*#' leport, 1938,* p* 6.
should be noted that the Dawson 'County Public Bower District
also consisted of Buffalo and portions of Gosper and Mncoln
counties*: Bobert E. firth, Bublie Bower in Nebraska* A
on: State Ownership CMnooln, BebraaEaT US
re!
* SB.
Clipper, February 17, 1938, p, 2.

more limited than those of the WFA.

from early 1937 to De

cember, 1938* no new FWA projects or grants were announced.*^
$he President's cutback on public works, sad his
eventual return to that program in April, 1938* apparently
had little adverse effect on Bawson County.

Although few

new projects were started .after dune* 1937* the projects
already underway served to keep the- relatively few unemployed
in the county occupied*

In commenting on the WFA projects

in the county, the editor of tee Lexington Clipper noted
that the projects had. "lifted the charity load from the tax
payers.
She effect which the various yew teal agencies had:
on political attitudes in the county is hard to determine.
wHixo
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sidles of the farm-oriented agencies would have endeared
the tew teal to farmers and local businessmen* tew teal
popularity declined in 1937-1938.

let this does not nec

essarily indicate that the voters of Bawson Oounty disapproved
of the AAA* til* tCA, or any other of the various tew teal
agencies*

la fact* the county newspapers showed little

^%hile it would be difficult to determine the total
number of PWA grants applied for in 1937 and 1938, two known
applications were denied— an application for a loan-grant
combination to construct a sewage disposal, plant la Lexing
ton, and a similar request for funds to purchase Irrigation
pumps % the county Pump Irrigation District. Ibid.,
September 29, 1938'*. p* M Personal Interview by author with
William Stewart, prominent local lawyer and Republican leader*
Lexington, tebraska, .August 16, 1966.
^Ihe Lexington Clipper* February 17* 1938, p. a*

inclination, to criticize any individual agency.

While gome

milt criticism of the WPA and til. was existent, it probably
only represented the feeling# Of the county's mere pros
perous element who resented tax Inereaeee M i believed that
i;oo

nruc& %OT mo&esr

w

grogs# on

&b

*

hst

County farmer# probably resented the .amount# of money being
channeled' into the great cities. She reaction of farmers in thle wap: noted by Robert M l Helen Lynd in Middletown in
.She farmers of the county, 'with their strong '
tradition of fending for themselves and their habit
of seeing in taxes the major dragon in the path’of
M e fdimer* could make no sense of the way public
tax fund#’were being squandered to cany the un
thrifty city population,53
In 1937-1938.
.
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the Omaha World Herald,
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a

major opinion-

TOOTdUig meaia .Jyft to# coiuitFy* oagsn to $&&& a v©a?5r

stand* Throughout the period, the paper hammered at govern
ment "boondoggles," commenting that "there is a strong
'gimme* influence at work in American politics today and it
is sot healthy**5® la May, 1938* the claim was made that
WPA workers were being encouraged t
o-vote for tew leal can
didates.
*%eberb S. and Helen Merrell
>mpany,

*

ar-

f"»

i Oaaha, Kay 6*
mm m s & m m
37Ibid.. May If, 19|8t p# *AV*
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The most popular agencies were those which were
.aimed at long-range goals and. were somewhat indirect in
nature.

Through agencies sueh ah the FGA and FWA, Washing

ton dealt less directly with the individual, and consequently,
these agencies fit mere closely within the traditional con
cept of the role of the federal Government.

'The very in

directness of these agencies, .however* meant that they would
he less likely to demonstrate to their recipients the contri
bution which the Hew Peed was making.

Agencies .such as. the

UFA and FSA, in which M e 'individual 'received his paycheck
directly from the. Government, caused some concern.

By the

Pall of 1938* the'majority of Dawson County citizens appeared
to have arrived at some consensus on the mode of government
used by the Hew teal#

Agencies M i c h provided funds for

tangible,:'necessary* long-range services, and which worked
through a local district or committee, were 'generally favored.
Agencies which provided direct funds'for relief work were
generally" questioned. Their view toward M e AM, however* .
violated this principle to soma degree* but in this instance.*
economic considerations outweighed political principles.
The Congressional elections .in the. Fall of 1938' re
sulted in .a national rejection of the leadership of. 'Franklin
Roosevelt.

Mile the election -results in Dawson County ap~

peered, at first glance* to m m counter to the national
trend* cleaer examination revealed a local decline in Soese'velt*e popularity#

In the only race which involved a

office, a Democrat won* In this race for the con
gressional seat from Me fifth district, however, the
national

Democratic candidate, Harry B. Coffee, was far from being an

ardent Hew Dealer. Coffee had opposed the Administration on
fittw Ifipsi as

##tii?t^*p&03£iii|| plan, ni^## ana p#ti3^$ Hi?#**

and social security extension, 'endwee to eventually
openly oppose Roosevelt's candidacy in 19A0.^® Therefore,
his victory eould not truly he considered a victory for the
Roosevelt forces. the gubernatorial race was complicated
by the feet that.it contained two Democratic and one Repub
lican candidates. She.twe Democrats, Governor Roy 1. Coch
ran and ex-Governor Gharles W, Bryan, .Milt the local.
Democratic vote and allowed the Republican, Gharles J. Warner,
to carry the.-county. She only actual liberal candidate,
Bryan, .ran a poor third, ^
Me congressional and gubernatorial races gave very
little'indication of the general attitudes in Me county
toward the Administration in Washington, toffee's political
leanings .
and.the Democratic division in the guberaatorial
contest blurred Me national issues from the scene* A
posels,

*®W* S., Congressional Record, 7 5 th Goa®** 2nd Sess.,
1938, M S S , P a n t''2* ulilgFup«''
'S S l « t o a G ilo n e r* Hovember 7*
19AO, p * 1 | P e ra e a a l Interview by author w ith retired
Hebraska Representative, Harry tt. Coffee, 'Omaha, Nebraska,
Kerch 8* 1967.

^%he county totals la -thegubernatorial race werei
Warner— 2,901; Cochran— 2,8625 and Bryan— 1,182. Bryan
was running by petition. Dawson County Abehraeb of votes,
11, 210.

clearer picture emerged* however* from M e balloting fer
lesser state offices.

A complete reversal of M e 1936 re

sults was brought About by Republican victories la 'four out
of M e five state contests,

M i s dramatic .shift and M e

strength which the state Republicans evidenced in virtually
every precinct* .demonstrated M e resurgence of M e Republi
can farty; la teweon ■fouaty*^®

the Republican gains in the Iffg elections, reflected*
to a considerable degree*, a repudiation of Roosevelt* per
sonally. The President brought much of Me new criticism
ilp O U
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1938* which cost M m support in the Great Plains.

821#*

His at

tempt to pack the Supreme Court offended many conservatives
who felt that the feurt represented the last fortress of
constitutional government.^1 Hie attempt to purge the Demo
cratic Party of opponents of New leal liberalism in the 1938
primary elections also caused concem among traditional
states' rightens* who felt that Roosevelt was interfering in
HiliLhL

W8 finditb rffa

^Ibd

jshl

Jit-

' Only three of the county1s twenty-two precincts
showed any consistency in voting for Democratic candidates
for the lesser state offiees-~Gexaan, Pairview, and Ringgold,
Each of these bed. given Roosevelt very stroag_support in 1932
-and 193$. ’; Dawson County Abstract Of Votes, H
211-10,
^■Ntdoyd Kaia, 'Albert Kjaa?;* and others interviewed
considered the court-packing,plan a major factor in turning
Me county against'the President. '
% a Hey*' 1938* the- Omaha WorldBerald editorially
criticised an "elimination covmXtiiaew "in, Washington, made up
of Thomas Oorcoran, Harold Ickes, Harry Hopkins* James

While the court-packing plan and purge were contrib
uting factors, the decisive factor in bringing m

eclipse to

Boosevelt *s popularity .is Dawson County was the recession.
Much of Boosevelt's main street support in 1956 had been
based cm the assumption that the: lew Deal had brought the'
country oat of its worst depression*'

She economic success

of the Boosevelt Administration meant that many of its pro
grams, though they violated long-held traditions, would he
:
aceopted»;.’ When the Ifff recession hit the country with its
business stagnation and increased unemployment, this argu
ment was smashed*

Many, who had. always feared 'Saw Deal

liberalism hut had supported it because of the improving
economic conditions, now changed allegiance,
She recession also weakened Boosevelt*a farm support
in the county.

She farmers did net oppose the AAA 'subsidies;

they opposed the drastically low farm prices.^

Even the

reduced participation in the 1958 form program did not in
dicate any basic ideological opposition to the principles
of the Hew Beal farm legislation, for when the program proved
Boosevelt, and David Piles, formed for the purpose of elim
inating Hew -Deal, opponents* the paper claimed that the com
mittee was using both public money sad public jobs to defeat
Iowa’s Democratic Senator guy Sillette, sad remarked that
the voters would not .stand for this kind of thing for long*
While President Boosevelt was not mentioned personally, the
fact that1all members of the .'Committee were high-ranking
Hew Dealers implied his involvement in the action* the Mora*
Id* Omaha. May 'II, 191©, P* 7*
^%arl f * Schmidt, American farmer in thg World
griaia (Hew fork* Oxford University Press, l9di>, p.

successful in 1958, farmer sign-ups far the Iff# program
again reached their 1935-193S levels*

Shis high level

of participation at the ena of the decade tends to .shot
that while farmers may have opposed the general principles
of an active, positive government embodied in the few Deal,
ULtM9&G& ^3?ogi?aia8 slBeS

®$om03&i.e

groups, they favored a positive program which .aided agrioulnn# ■
in,
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as they were voting against Boosevelt and the Boosevelt
Secession.

She attitudes thus formulated required only the

clear-cut teat 'later provided by the' I P ® -■elections
become plainly evident,
ra., p. 113.
a complete discussion of the conflict between
the general attitudes of the farmer toward the foie of the
Federal Oovemment and his attitude toward specific pro
grams aimed at benefiting., agriculture, seet fhomas
Jenkin.^Beaetlona^of lfte|or Srouns'M'f®r‘
' “ “..
riltic^rMouMt ,^§niversl
itv
of O^ffora^aT^uEIIcallons
kjjuljuV'ts.jep'oJh
o j sy*y t*; rfij r -1
•%
Since, Vol. 1, Ho, 3 (Berkeley, California!
university'of California
" ‘
» 19^5), pp. ~ '
"
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Boring 1939 .and 1940, in the face of constantly in*.;
creasing federal expenditures, the Hew Seal continued to
lose friends in Bawson County.

She trend which was at first

barely evident in the fall of 1 9 P , .slightly clearer in
193© and 1938, was by 1940 completely discernible to even
the casual observer,

the 1940 .election resulted in an

overwhelming victory for the Republican Party in Bawson
Bounty*

So understand this apparently total rejection of

the Sew -Beal requires a detailed examination of the atti
tudes and conditions existent in the county at the end of
the decade.
.first of all, the return of prosperity was very
slow in coming, the Boosevelt Secession had destroyed
much of the faith which many-'hold that the Sew Beal could
bring the. return of pre-war prosperity*

During 1939 and

194©, although conditions gradually seemed to- improve, the
sluggishness of the economy prevented any wholesale return
to the previous- faith.

In 1939, a survey conducted by the

local county agent’s office revealed that fifty-five per
cent of the county’s families earned less than one thousand

1

dollars far year*

ike persistent problem of relative pov

erty for sack a kigk percentaie of the local population w&0
probably due to two factors— low farm production and low
farm prices— resmitiBs in both adversity on the farm and
economic sta^ation in tke bowus*

Hulks? crop and livestock

prices remained low during Iff9 and 1940 with only wheat
prices stowing some tendency to rise above toe recession
o
levele*
few county farmers, towevert could take advantage
of tke wheat prices, owing to extensive wheat failures
caused by tke continued drought*^ ftore was not, however,
as muck suffering on the farms as had keen the case in
previous years, fee both to the activities of the 3K8& and
aaa,

and to the fact that ky the sad of the decade nearly
4
all of the very marginal farmers had left the
toward kto end of the decade, toe M i significantly

increased its contribution to toe county* s economy, and
%tos'Survey reached families comfrisii^ nearly onetenth of toe eemty #a population* 4. majority of those sur
veyed lived on farms* hut toe study did stow nearly egual
income,division between town end farm families* femes G*
Mams (kaweoa County Ag®ht)» ^innual leport of Cooperating
Work1in Agriculture and Home Bconomics, Dawson County, 8ta$e
of Hetoasku, lfl9t# p*
p

Nebraska Agricultural
1939~1946 TDfncSlh. aoprask&i
Agricultural Statistics, 1940), p. '11,
%ver fifty per cent of the county's wheat crop
failed in 1939 and over forty per cent in 1940. Arthur
Clarence Scimiedimg, "Geographic Patterns of Failure of
Wheat and C o m in Nebraska, 1931-1952" (unpublished Master*©
thesis, Department of Geography, University of Nebraska,
» PP* 4*,
TAdams, "County Agent's Beport, i939»* P* 5®.

thereby brought some relief i© the county'© farmers.

She

lucrative Inducements offered by the If58 adjustment act
had proven during the year that participating In the farm
program was sound business. therefore, county farmers gave
up their policy of waiting and. watching and signed up for
the 1939 program, participation jumped from forty-five per
cent in 1938 to seventy-eight per cent in 1939, and eighty
per eent in 1940.'’ By participating, farmers- were eligible
for c o m and wheat parity payments and loans,, wheat insur
ance, sugar beet subsidies, and payments for planting soilconserving crops.

In 1939 the total received by county

farmers under all AAA programs amounted to approximately
8760,000 or nearly #175 per farm*® While the 1940 total
declined sharply te #565,000, that amount still represented
a very significant contribution to the county's economy*?
5|he. Gothenburg fifes, Hay 11, 1939, .Sect, 1, p. 1; ,
Hay 9, 1940, Sect. 1 , p.T.
®ft should be noted that the 1939 total' represents
the amount received from all AAA programs, she #199,000.
paid for participation is the 1938 program included only
#11,009 more than the amount received from conservation
payments. Other portions of the 1938 program were not
'yet fully underway, and. consequently even 'those farmers who
complied with the program were unable to take- full advan
tage of lb, Adams, "County Agent's Beport, 1959** p. If
the Gothenburg times, March 3®, 1939* Sect. 1, p* Is Hehraska legfslative Souncil*. Nebraska'Blue Book. 1940
cola, Hebraskai a»p«, i940)VpV 393*
% h e decline of AAA payments in 1940 included all
parts of the program except those sections dealing with
wheat* the decline resulted from a decrease in subsidies
and loans, due to a slight rise .in farm prioes. personal In
terview by author-with lames 9, Adams* retired. County Agent,
Brady, Bebyaska, August 29, 1966; Mams, "County Agent's
Report, 1940," p. 3f«
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their werage Iwumattf by imveatimg oaly a minimal, amount
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la &93S* only screuhy-eighb wheat growers applied

for iaearaace on their 1939 crop#* 'hat in 1940* 446 policy

applications were filed,®
the fl& alto oomhimued to mahe mignifiea&t eomhrihatioae to the welfare of the county*# more unfortunate
farmer##

%

1940* that agency had loam# with one Oat of

eirery eight farmers in the county msM had gitem subaistence
grants to well war- fit farm, families*

the grants war# im-

tended to enahi# -these frillies he remain on the farm and
return to self-sufficiency*
for by January*

In this they were successful,

only fourteen families were receiving

f§4 gramha****# induction of 124 from the same month, in iffi*®
the fid foment furohe^e Boens war# also a'M g success in at*-*-*
couraglng the tenant to Ieoh toward the ownership of his
own farm*

%

the end of the decade* the fS4 had completed
1A
Sixteen tenant purchase loans totaling nearly 1160*000,
She loeal Federal Farm loan Association complemented

the FSA attempt to reduce farm tenancy in Bawson County,
fhe 1940 applications represented virtually all
major wheat growers in the county* .Wb® Aeadagtqa Qilnn
October 12* Iff#* p, 2; Mareh 1#* 1941, p. 8,
% M d . * February 15* 1940* p. 1»
toIbid., Beeember M * 1940, p. 1.

At

the end of the decade, the Ideal representative ©f the FCA
still had 28© land Bank loans and 194 Commissioner loans on
the books totaling over §1,800,000,11 she federal ©ovemneat* however, added restrictions in 1939 and 194# which
limited the Association's ability to- make farther, loans.
the county agent noted that while the local, association had
served a very definite purpose in the county, . . .
if farm tenancy in to show a decrease in the'county*,
it will only he when associations such as the farm
loan,association can make loans to worthy borrow
ers.
$he SEA also -worked to hotter the lot of the farmer.
In January, 1940, construction was begun on the .rural power
lines which were to bring electricity to the local fgrr*miatt
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tion wells were receiving electric power* ^ She local EBA
was .also granted a $1#.,### loan Which was to be reloaned to
H0J&D@?S ,X03? 1*33.0 3*Xi0

w’
o.OjS* %M»

SQvl

| 3*J&

addition to the §427,000 granted for the installation of the
power lines*
She total impact of .all the aspects of the Hew Seal
farm program on the citizens' of Baweoa County -would be
difficult to measure in terms' of dollars and cents*

It

U ltid., Harch 6, 1941, p* 6.
12Adams, "County Agent*s Beport, 1940," p, 40.
?3?he Gozad local,
i
cal. Becember 29,
1939* P* 3? Adams,
"County Agent's Heport , 1940, " p. 6

November

;* September 28, 1939* p. 1
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PSA, Washington added another §557100© in various types of
id
l#«nt and §63,©00 in. grants,
the various agencies of the
KfA ale©: contributed well ever §3,000,000 in loans to the
19
county *0 economy *
IThe RBA end PWA alee made contributions
which, though lees direct in terms of money, greatly bene
fited the farmers of the county.

Sural electrification

brought net only added convenience to farm living* hut also
provided the means for utilizing more advanced and efficient
machinery on the farm* f¥A irrigation would also eventually
1^Bixon Weeter

f

t
.v
* P* *.
es given

w0»&® WW3?0 oaerave#. ## 3r#oia- *4
in the "County Agent's Reports, 1955-1940*
glmes. Pebruary 29, 1940, Sect. g, p.

^fhis t o t a l was arrived a t by comparing the to ta ls
lis t e d in The Gothenburg ‘
Times w ith an estimate given by
the director of " th e 'local" land bank association. An exact

figure was- made difficult to attain by the combining of
three co u n ty land banka in 1937, which caused a merging of
the individual county .1ig u re s * She estimate may he some- .
what low, since by September, 1936, PCA loans already totaled
§1,895,900. If the fate Of borrowing were to have continued
a t that pace, the 1940 t o ta l w ould have b ee n 'dose to
§4,000,000, The Gothenburg flmea.September 25,1936. S e c t.
1, p. If Personal Interview by author with Carl Teutter,
retired d ir e c to r o f the lo c a l federal lio n d Bank A s s o c ia tio n ,
lexington, STebraska, A ugust .50,

insure- increased harvests in the area said, open possibilities
for the introduction of new and different crops.
$he Depression, the drought, sad: the Hew Seed farm
program all brought numerous adjustments within the county
daring the 193©'s* low farm prices and reduced production
forced many from the.land who were either inefficient or
were farming land which could not support a family*:

It

should be noted, however, that Hew heal- -subsidies, loans,
and grants to farmers kept many on the land Who might never
have been- able to survive the hard times alone*

In so doing,

the Mew heal may 'have retarded natural adjustments in -farm
population -and organisation, for by providing Just enough
money to hang on, many farmers were encouraged to stay on
the land who might have been better off in other occupations
in the cities*

let in spite of Washington*® encouragement

to stay on the farm, significant adjustments in-the county’s
population did occur during "the 193©*e, as 13*9 per cent of
the farm, population moved to town* ®
18lloyd Glover, Jr., "fhe Economic Iffeobs of Drouth
and Depression on duster County" (unpublished Master*® thesis
Department of Beeaoaies, University of Nebraska, 195#), p. 74
hhe exception of Coyote, Gozad, and lexiagton,
precincts in the county declined in population -in the
1930*e* the decline in rural precincts amounted to a loss
of 1,230 persons* lexington and Gozad precincts gained ex
actly the"' same number of new residents as. the rural precincts
lost, causing a 22*3 per cent increase in 'their populations*
She rural precincts- which declined most severely in popula
tion. were those which had either a small village or a high
percentage of farmers on marginal lands* U. ft*-. Bureau of .
the Census, fifteenth Census of the Waited States# 1930*
tion* 111, Hart 1* IlllsHlixteeute Census of the haited
r i k ) , Ponulatlon* 'gr'fgaHET §90*

Economic conditions w A the farm program brought
further adjustments in livestock and crop production.

The

number of hogs in the county seriously declined from an
average of 80,000 in the early iff©*® to 50,000 by 1959.20
Sheep production grew from a rattier unimportant position
early In the decade to one of great significance by 194©
When Women County became Nebraska's greatest sheep’.pro
ducer.21 A M subsidies and fSA loans also brought greater
diversity in the production of farm crops, as farmers
fended to plant less corn and more sorghums and legumes
A M subsidies for sugar beets and the extension of imi*»
gation caused more and more.farmers to turn to that '
the decline in the hog -population Of the county'
could be attributed both to the hog reduction campaign of
the first M i and the shortage of grain caused by the
drought. Cattle feeders could better absorb the higher
grain, prices, caused by the shortage and consequently, the
number of cattle remained relatively'stable, the sharpest
declime in the awine population occurred in 1934-1935 when
the number of hogs was reduced from 45,151 to 16,722. 3d
number of cattle declined in the same two year spaa from
55,100 to 42,708, The hexlngton Clipper, gebrui —
**
p. 105 ihs Gozad bocal.Becember 3011958, p* 1:
1934, p. f&i 1955,. 'p.
The increase in the sheep- population occurred al
most entirely in 1940, and -was apparently the result of the
establishment of an enormous sheep-feeding operation near*
the Oozad local. September 13, 194©* p. 1.
^Between 1929 and 1939 county farmers redueedttheir
c o m acreage by sixteen per cent while increasing their
sorghum acreage by eight per cent and their alfalfa acreage
by four per cent. Adams, "County Agent's Beport, 1940,"
p. 52a. i&he "a" denotes a separately paged insert within
the agent's report.)

119
crop.■^ Ihe success of alfalfa during the decade &ade far
mers look on that crop as a form of drought insurance, and
the increased production brought the establishment of a new
alfalfa dehydrating industry within the county.2^

Conserva

tion aspects of the Few Deal farm program also encouraged
more judicious use of fara land and promoted better overall
As successful as the Few Deal agricultural program
may have been in bringing about a better life on the farm,
the Boosevelt Administration failed to achieve several of
its specific goals.

FSA and FSA loans were not successful

1a relieving the problem^ of fsf>w tenancy du^
rlug the 19J50^s#
Although the actual number of farm tenants declined during
the decade, the percentage of fans tenancy increased from
52.7 per cent'in 1930, to 54.7 per cent in 1940*
also remained low during the thirties*

farm prices

Although a combination

Sugar beet subsidies alone in 1939 totaled approauaately #150,000 to 330 farmers, Adams* "Oouaty Agent’s
* 1939,” p* 37*
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a%dmand Douglas Hinkle, ’’Changing Patterns of Popu
lation Distribution in Hebraska, 1930-1960* (unpublished
Haster's thesis* Department of geography* University of
Nebraska, 1963)* p, 72* Although Hinkle attributes much of
the .local town population growth in the 1930*s to the new
industry, alfalfa dehydrating probably did not serve as a
major source of income or employment for the county until
World War' II. Personal Interview' by author with Wilbur
M. Simmons* local farmer and feed salesman, lexiagton,
Nebraska, March .2* 196?*
Slower* *®he Effects of Drouth and Depression** p»
. S., Bureau-Of the Census, Sixteenth Census of
S ES aS S SS

of drought and A M scarcity policies brought some rise in
prices in 1936 and 1937, the recession of the last years of
the decade demonstrated that the farm economy would never
again he completely independent in times of peace and normal
production*^
Ho gauge the total impact of the agricultural policy
of the Hew Beal on the thinking of the farmers of Bawson
County would he sts difficult a task as estimating the total
expenditures of Sew Beal agencies in the county.

Changes in

attitude cannot he measured in terms of dollars and cents,
or in terms, of the success or failure of a specific program,
or even in terms of changes in voting trends.

It is, however,

apparent that some change in attitude did occur with regard
to farm attitudes toward the Federal Government.

Wile the

farmer prohahly began to change his ideas about the role of
the Government during the 1920*s, his thoughts were not
translated into action until 1933*

Baring the 1930's the

farmer gradually formed his opinions about the new role of the
Government in relation to agriculture into a firm, though
rather seIf-contradictory, political philosophy.

At first

the farmer supported nearly all phases of Hew Beal positivism,
loward the end of the decade, however, he became somewhat
^Corn and hog prices best demonstrate the stagnant
farm price situation. Cora, which had reached a high of
81.27 per bushel in Kay, 1937, fell to a low of 35# in 1938
and remained below 65# through the end of the decade. Hogs,
which had sold for as high as 811.15 per hundredweight in
August, 1937, dropped steadily to a low of 84.65 in February
of _l$M* Hebr^ka Mrlcultural Statistics, 1937, p. 3?
P* 3; 1939-1940, p. 11.

more suspicious and skeptical. o£ Government innovation.

He

supported the positive aspeots of the Hew Deal farm program,
hut not as a positive program, only as a program benefiting
©gMcMtos©*’

m

tto© Itotog to# d###d# did to# fasm

p?op?» suffer f3*#m severe
indeed* mewipdpea?

to to# ocwgttgr | ^ f i |

was almost uMvwsally fwitofrIt#

to# o&l^r miaoa? #&e#pt£os* to to# mtve:rsal aeeepta&ee was toe
t m m relief ys^pgi #f to# 14 tod flSlI* tod arltieism of
toss# ©ge&ei## was mild and tofrs^psnt#

to# most peliti-

«n3Llar radical of to# .Sow leal projeot©* amoral ei##to££toa»toon lit fdbllo^oontTOlled tntogatiomt m m iv#d to# warmest
si^ppo^rt^ toratosr toplgr d#n^»toatiBf tost to# farmer*# eoa^
a#nmt£#m did not preclude M s export lag positive federal
program# aimed at agrlewltore * to# lopalist ttovemeut; of
to# M 9 & 1©. and to# i^la^^Sa^em Jfcv#tg#M of to# $9®©* a
tod sn^ested tost to# farmer would apprev# of an active
farm program*

to# lew leal proved tois to to too©#

to

19*0* Itewtosr 4geat Mams observed that
losing 'task over to# past ® m m ymmm toere M a n
toon a great deal of stooge to to© toitotog of toe
farm people * they are depending more m & more upon
the government to .solve their problems and to assist
financially, they have realized that as individuals
they cannot ever hope to live as they 'have An the
P iti 2SQ^°ma8 Puv^^^^iu^jaeactlons of ite^ r GrouuS^to
f c ^ ^'Ia Gontempoiia5r~pbXl'tieai §houSbt.^uS^rsily ofOS'ifornia Publications ih iolitieal ocience, Vol.* 'I, Ho.
5 CBerkeiey, Galiforniai Dniversity of California Press,
194-5), pp. 530, 550, 590,

.mast sad must depend, u»gn a larger and stronger
national organisation.^
Warn Beal programs directed toward, industrial.recovery
and unemployment relief alto ltd. a significant effect upon
tie thinking of local citizens. .She PtfA remained generally
popular throughout the decade due to the prospect of vastly
distended irrigation facilities through the Sutherland and
fri-Gounty projects and through loans and grants for well
irrigation.

On .duly if, Iff#* the first water fro* the

fatherland project appeared In the county, and from that
time forward, Sutherland water, supplemented by water fro*
the over five hundred local wells, 'greatly increased the
,|~
ttft
##
eoii&ljjf’a
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1&M* 9M3*$ts ifM
momtfts of 1940 w^en the
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#eo#iiro4'#w^ tea iaehee Xe#a
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ferad heavy damage while the irrigated land in the valley
produced good c o m and beet, crops**3, fixe p w a had ale© eon-trlbuted over 8100,000 to the county's towns in loans end
grants for the construction of several public buildings.^2
2^Adams, "County Agent's Report, 1939," P* 63,
19W, p. ?| The Lexinaton .Clipper, duly 13,
1939,

p. I*

^Adams, "County Agent’s Heport, 1940," p. 7*
^fhis total- is an approximate figure reached through
consulting the periodic announcements in county papers of
-the various PWA grants and loans*

The UFA, though leas popular than the FWA among local
residents, also produced great changes in Dawson. County,
In April, 1940, The Lexington Clipper listed the accomplish
ments of the UFA in the county, noting that they constituted
a “gigantic face lifting**^ ■She list included'the construc
tion of 42 miles of farm—to—market roads; 2 miles of street
improvements; 2,940 feet of new or improved sidewalks; IS
new hridges; 87 new or improved culverts} 5 new buildings
and the improvement of 3 others} 1 new park and the improve
ment of 6 others; 1 water pumping station} 3 sew wells;
27,339 feet of new- or improved water mains; 10,924 feet of
33^1^ 02? 2*Ji8^3?0^TO-^L
z*-*- ww ai *—•
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The variety and scope of these projects

indicated that the MFA did proves great charges in the
county.

Not only were many facilities created and improved,

but also the money expended on these projects must have
contributed significantly to the county's economy.

Even

more important was the fact that many individuals were provided witdi Mi# means bo survive till# bard SSb #s » ,8Bto. SlSiSS*1,
bur^ gimes noted Miab
tli# Oity of <k>bbemburg, m m i l as Dawson County,
realises tbab many people, especially the heads of
families, need outside assistance in Mi# struggle to
maintain Mie simplest# living•
The W & fcas made it possible for a number of
needy people to obtain employment and honorably
53a ® M^lBESSa S M & m * APril 25. 1943* p. 5.

su p p o rt them selves and t h e ir lo v e d ones b y c o n s tru c 
tiv e la b o r.
W hile th e c o n trib u tio n s o f th e WPA* OTA and th e in 
creased AAA s u b s id ie s u n d o u b te d ly b ro u g h t some economic
im provem ent, th e re tu rn o f p ro s p e rity in th e c it ie s d id n o t
o c c u r u n t il th e im petus o f w ar was f e l t in th e l& d w e st in
1941*
m ained*

P u b lic works c o n tin u e d , b u t unemployment a ls o r e 
In 1940* th e c o u n ty ’ s unemployment ra te o f e ig h t

p e r c e n t was p ro b a b ly as h ig h as a t any tim e d u rin g th e
D e p re ssio n, w ith th e e x c e p tio n o f i932«*93*

Added to th e

3*2 p e r c e n t engaged in .r e lie f w ork* th e unemployment ra te
c le a r ly dem onstrated th a t p ro s p e rity had s o t y e t re tu rn e d * ^
B usiness fa ilu r e s a ls o caused problem s in th e tow ns* as was
in d ic a te d b y fh e le x ln R to n C lip p e r's 're fe re n ce to em pty
b u ild in g s on

s tr e e t* ^

m m m m
I* * Buxeau

m®kmi

msm*

of

t& e

m * » » * sect. 2, p.

Qoxmm* 8kx%mn%h @mmm of

It,. taxis

n o te d t& a t s d n e e T ^ Ie E Iw ra l iafeox and JL&feox in t& e new
d e h y d ra tin g in d u s try was seasonal* census fig u re s on unem
plo ym e nt c o u ld v a ry c o n s id e ra b ly depending on the- season in
w hich th e fig u re s were c o lle c te d ,
^U nem ploym ent in th e tow ns was more p re v a le n t th a n
th e co u n ty average* O f le x la g to n ’ s t o t a l 1940 w ork fo rc e *
8 .4 p e r c e n t were unem ployed and 7 p e r c e n t were on r e lie f
w o rk . Ib id . . 11* p a r t # * -835* 698.
^% he L e x in g to n C lip p e r. F e b ru a ry 25* 1939* P* 6 .
B usiness fa ilu fe s in N e b ra s k a 'in 1939 iJusiped to .n e a rly th re e
tim e s th e t o t a l in 1938, In 1940* fa ilu r e s d e c lin e d some
w hat* b u t s t i l l rem ained n e a rly double th e 1936 to ta l*
Edgar Z . P alm er, gtatistical Abstract o f Nebraska B usiness,*
Nebraska B usiness R e p o rts , Ho, 1 ^D epartm ent o f B usiness
A d m in is tra tio n , U n iv e rs ity o f Nebraska* 195?)* P* 4 8 .

The nagging economic problems of the towns clearly
demonstrated their dependence upon farm prosperity.

Utile

.AAA payments undoubtedly prevented conditions from becoming
serious* they could not truly replace the income brought by
prosperous' farmejsf. AAA. 'Subsidies kept the farmer buying
necessities* but the continued low farm prices prevented,
him from purchasing luxuries.

The index Of farm purchasing

power in 1939 and 1940*. though Well above the level of the
early 193® *»* remained below the- 1935-193? levels, and- was
act to reach respectable levels until 1941.^9 Until higher
farm prices returned* Government pigments* whether by the
AAA. or through public employment, could not bring prosperity
to Dawson County,
The failure of the Hew Seal to bring an end to the
.recession'brought a gradual increase in newspaper criticism
of the Booeevelt Administration. .As at prior times in the
1930's, the criticism was. not .directed at specific agencies,
but followed instead the more, general lines of denouncing
the total effect of New Deal policies *

The papers criti

cised increased public spending, as being .no Way to get the
p re s s io n , “ p * 7 *

#fhe ISeonomie m e e ts o f Jteouth and De

^ ,!°B®t?6e5 1936 ana 1940,
pgingtoh gMppgjr had.
gradually |einad the Oosad .fo:
eal_I5 m m m m m B the rnm&m&Xt
Administration* Wm' 'aoth ^
remained eatwardlr
neutral throughout to
general approval of
the Hew Jtea& f m m podiej and phhlie werte SndieateA that the
paper was fax-more Democratic than the I*e3dngtoa ex Oossad
papers*.
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country out of tit© recession.

Spending, it was argued,

would only lead to higher taxes and increased public debt,

which is turn would cause nor© economic difficulties* the
stated that the country was moving toward
financial, .ruin ®nob only because of debts and deficits
themselves 'but because there has. been no serious inclination
to chart a course that will ultimately bring government
Spending under control*

Sew Beal experimentation

received censure in the papers*

also

fh© Coaad local cited

thirty—nine national emergencies which the Administration
had claimed in the last six years of the decade, each one
accompanied by reform proposals, most of which "were simply
^piri.ogbG&r&js £&w some ia®w

w

She 'war in lurope became the source of considerable
comment in the papers from its beginning through 1940.

While

most statements advocated non-intervention and evidenced
little direct criticism of the Administration, during the
political campaign prior to the 194© election, the editor
of She Xavingtfm Clipper tied 'the national security issue to
the arti-Eooeevelt arguments.

In. August, 1940, he drew a

parallel between the fall of Prance and conditions in the
United States t
trance carried "social reform" to the point of
national decay* Politically we have been following
a parallel path* We too have been chasing rainbows
■Qlime&*.
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Honey stSXX go## out for farm relief sctemes for-

doomed to f a i l u r e f o r u r^ eo eiew y tses—t o i l t and ta x —

atoaidiised govcmimuh eiectrio felanta* .for govermeat
~ eredit m h m r n of a$3l IdM©* saad for a ttoaaaod and
one purposes which are to no way a true function, of
government,,.but which are prolific sources of votes
and power.

toe 1900 campaign evoked a great Seal Of interest to
Dawson Sounty, as Wendell Willkie seemed to capture the
imagination of nearly all toe- for one reason or another
opposed looaevelt.

Although Willkie had been a relatively

unknown figure prior to 1900 .said had represented interests
which were hardly to itoe with those of the county, M e
campaign received very favorable treatment to the county
papers*

-toe reason for M s favorable reception stemmed

from, two sources*

first, of Ml,, many local citiseas were

looking for some alternative to franklin Kooaevelt. Secondly,
Willkie seemed to advocate many of the changes which they
felt were necessary to restore the federal Government to its
4% h e Lexington Gllnner. August 1, 19<M3, p* A.
^Ibld,, August 15» Ifd®, p. 6.

rightful posture in American society.

WillM© did not ad

vocate the elimination of the Hew Deal programs or reforms
which the county had liked, nor did he make any specific
proposals which weald have run counter,,to the interests of
an agriculturally-oriented -area,, 'fits very general campaign
aimed at the elimination Of bureaucracy, high taxes, govern
ment deficits| and the establishment of sound business
practices in government appealed to the voters of the- county,
the general personal attributes which Willkie demonstrated
throughout the campaign also brought him some support*
Mr. Willkie * * » gave the appearance of a
homely, unaffected citizen, deeply concerned for
his country* a welfare hut without snap solutions
for social problems, tolerant of others, a staunch
defender of civil rights» willing to give credit
where credit is due, politically ambitious hut only
in the sense that every .American would like to be
President, mod above all a successful businessman
and one with a sense of humor , ?
The favorable treatment which Willkie *s campaign re
ceived. Stood in contrast to the- treatment afforded Boosevelt,
whose campaign was largely ignored by the county papers*
Aside from the general criticisms leveled at spending, taxes,
and the debt, little reference was. made to Boosevelt
personally.

On© issue appeared to gain growing importance

after the Democratic convention la JUly-—-the third term*
While no direct charges were made that a third term, for
Boosevelt -would bring any drastic change la the American
system of government, subtle comments, such as the inclusion.

fork*

^%eter H. Odegard, Prologue to
Harper and Brothers> 7!'p£73, p.

ifti t f t .i l ■ A iiisw w tifliiiiiii

of the text of Jefferson's refusal to accept the third. term,
were frequently Inserted In the papers.4"
6
1

!

^

fhe third tern,
■ ■ '■

though it did not play a prominent
role in the anti-New Deal
f.*}'!;
campaign waged by the Oozed .end lexlngton papers,, was- proba
bly a very important faster in swiping the county- to
Willkie ♦ A third term for Roosevelt would have been a serious
break with tradition, and the voters of Dawson County -were
-very tradition-minded in 1940.

Even more important was the

growing fear that President Roosevelt had become power hun
gry, and the third term appeared to be clear evidence that
the president was attempting to establish a dictatorship*
Roosevelt’s court-packing plan in 1937 and his attempt to
purge the Democratic Party in the 1938 primaries also had
-contributed to this growing distrust, but the third term
seemed to be the deciding factor in convincing the local
voters that RDR no longer- had their best interests at
heart,^
Another factor which probably contributed indirectly
to the growing distrust of the president was the source of
his political support*

It was apparent by 19*0 that the

Democrats had made a concerted effort to capture the voting
power of the urban masses through legislation benefiting
^fhe lextngton glinper. August 8, 1996, p. 6*
"lloyd Kaln, Albert Kjar, Donald Montgomery, Ray
mond Slock and others cited the third term issue as one of
the most important in bringing the county back to the
Republican farty in 1900.

organized labor and relief workers*

If the Roosevelt Admin

istration allowed these groups, whose interests were radi
cally different from those -of the farmer and local business
man, to dominate its legislative program, then the farmer
would have to- look elsewhere for political expression.
tEherefore, Roosevelt's urban support brought out the native
'rural distrust of the teeming cities and caused it to be
directed at the Democratic Bgosby#
By November, 1943, the issues in the campaign had
become fairly clear to the people of Dawson Oouaty.

Gov

ernment spending, the national debt, high taxes, New Deal
experimentation,: the decline of states * rights, the growth
Of bureaucracy, and governmental .regimentation .had .-all re
ceived attention in the county papers*

Distrust of President

Boosevelt, precipitated by his decision to run for a third
■fceiMt* hsA- b Xq0 become &
the county’s citizens,
jM

,
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of the campaign there was .little apparent difference between
the candidates* attitudes on foreign affairs, Willkie'a
appeal to the isolationist -vote, late in the campaign,
probably brought him some support in the country*

In contrast

to the obviously pro-British attitude of President Roosevelt,
Wlllkie*s statements probably had-considerable appeal for
the over 1,500 first generation German-Amerieans in the

county.

i&M

fhe German-American vote, however, might have

been canceled toy the votes of people who feared switching
presidents at a time when the Allied war effort In Europe
had apparently collapsed.
the 'one issue which was probably dominant .In the
campaign, however, remained somewhat in the background,
fhe Boosevelt Recession -was not frequently mentioned during
the campaign, yet it undoubtedly permeated the thoughts of
the voters of Dawson County,

Criticisms of spending, debts,

taxes, es^erimeatoatioa, bureaucracy, and professors in
government, all appeared far more viable in the light of the
failure of the .Boosevelt Administration to bring the return
of real prosperity*

fbe reason that the recession did not

play a more overt role in the campaign was that economic
conditions were not severe in comparison to the early 1930's.
let it could not be contended that the prosperity promised
toy the New Dealers had actually arrived,

farm prices were

still low and the .AAA payments could not replace the kind
of income which dollar corn could bring*

local business-

men, who had. benefited little by direct action from the
New Deal, were Also vitally interested .in farm prices be
cause of their dependence upon farm business,

fo both the

farmer and the businessman the New Deal had failed to

bring the desired results, and, consequently, a political
change wag i» order
She outcome of the 1940 election in Dawson County
wag newer in 'doubt, but few people could haws anticipated,
the magnitude of Willkie *s victory.

Willkie carried the

county by nearly a two to one majority— 5,445 to. 2,803.
Sis sixty-six per cent of the total vote was seven per cent
higher than Boosevelt1a had been in 1932, when the country
was wallowing in the depths of a depression, and thirteen
per cent higher than .Boosevelt could master after four years
of providing relief#**® Willkie *s victory meant doom for the
few remaining Democrats who held state offices.

With only

one exception, the. voters of .Dawson County gave Strong ma
jorities to Bepublican candidates, and that exception Was
'Representative Harry Coffee who had openly opposed Roosevelt1
third term bid,'*1 Nebraska followed a similar pattern as
only two Democrats now represented the state in. either
national or major state offices.®2
...

in the 1940 campaign, see .Raul R. lazarsfeld, Bernard
Bereleon, and Basel Gaudet, the People1a Choice1
Rotor Bakes no Bis Hind .in & W
fork-* Duell, Sloan and Rearce,
'Dawson County- Abstract of Rotes, II, 14-7, 192,
®xIbld.. II, 231-36; $he lexington Clipper, Noveraber 7, 1940,p. 1#
**®In addition to Coffee, who was elected by the Fifth
District, the Nebraska Second District elected a Democratic
Representative. Nebraska S i m Book. 1940, pp. 409-'“

to evaluation of the precinct results revealed that
the Willkie trend was consistent throughout the county.

She

Republican candidate's precinct majorities varied from fiftyfive per sent t© eighty-seven per cent, and in Seventeen of
the county's twenty-two precincts, he received over sixty
per cent of the vote*

Roosevelt mas usable to -garner, a

majority is aay of the precincts.

Even the county's western

wheat-producing precincts, where hit strength had been
greatest in 1936, rejected him,

the strength of the Willkie

landslide in the county was further evidenced by the fact
that there was virtually no variation between town and rural
voting and only slight variations in. the voting of different
crop groups la the

c o u n ty .

'While the consistency and magnitude of the Willkie
victory were by far the most important aspects of the 1940
election, some consideration should be given to what slight
variations there were- is voting.

Pour of the five precincts

which .gave Willkie less than sixty per cent of the vote were
westers wheat producers» fhese four precincts had given
Roosevelt strong support is both 1931 and 1936.^

Pet two

precincts is the same economic area Of the county, which had
also previously supported Roosevelt, were among the strongest
Willkie precincts in 1940,

A possible reason for the local

-*%awson County Abstract of Votes, IS, 830,
^fhe precincts warm Antelope* Eairview, dills® and
iP&semstB* Ife&IU-
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difference may have been that the two precincts in question
had large numbers of German-ilmerican voters* who would have
opposed Roosevelt's pro-British posture.55 the only Other
preoiaob which seemed to- vary- from the general trend was
Kennebec precinct, where evidently the- heavy Roman Oatholic
population modified the- Willkie victory.- Surrounded by
Strong Willkie precincts, Kennebec still gave Roosevelt
nearly forty-four per oeat of the. vote.-^
fhe also of the -Willkie landslide in Dawson County
demonstrated what had become increasingly apparent since
1938.

the county was fearful of Roosevelt, disillusioned

With the Sew .Peal, and tired of experimenting.

Even though

the county might-approve of .many of the Hew Peal prelects
and agencies, these -could not outweigh, the growth of con
servative opposition to the President, particularly in view
of the fact that most Of the county recognized that Willkie
had little intention of eliminating the more successful and
popular Hew Peal programs.

While no one could accurately

|udge the exact elements which brought the Willkie land
slide, two factors appeared to have been decisive.

She

5%he .two precincts were German and Holmes. German
gave Willkie seventy-five per cent of the- vote, and Holmes
ave the Republican'an eighty-seven per -sent majority.
bid. Samuel Pubell claimed that in 1940 sufficient numbers
of ferman-American isolationists supported Willkie to- swing
Hebraska back to the Republican Party. Samuel hubell, the
future of American Politics {"Garden City, Hew fork* Rouble-day and^o^ai^,^u°*» 2^^5§/)> P* 140. '

f

^Bawaon County Abstract of 'fetes, 11, 230.
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the election of 194$ in Dawson County represented the
culmination of a conservative reaction to 'the Hew .leal which
began early in 1934*

from that year through the end of the

decade, opposition to the Roosevelt Administration grew con
tinually in the county*

At first* the anti-Roosevelt sen

timent evolved slowly* but in the closing years of the decade
it seemed to snowball* finally culminating in the almost to
tal rejection of the Hew leal in 1940*

Why did Dawson County

reject the Hew Deal? She .answers -are varied and complea.
first of all-* it is important to note that the Hew
Deal never received an overwhelming local endorsement at
the polls*

Roosevelt’s large majority in 1932 came not as

a result of any widespread approval of him proposed programs*
but came instead from a general protest against Hoover and
the Depression. Dndeniably in the Autumn of 1993* under the
influence, of the SRA campaign -and the obvious vigor of the
new Administration, the county was united behind the Presi
dent.

let by the end of 1934, the effects- of the H84

campaign had worn off* and the continuation of economic
difficulties demonstrated to the people that the Hew Deal
had no quick remedies*

Consequently, Republican candidates

made significant gains in the county in 1934.

fhrough 1935

and 1933* in the face of growing Federal expenditures and
Improving economic conditions* the Hew Seal continued to
lost local support, and although Roosevelt carried the
county in 1936, his popular majority was cut by ever one
thousand votes.

When the X&97 recession destroyed the -re

maining local- faith in Hew 'leal economic policies, the
Roosevelt Administration could no longer command the support
of a majority of the voters in the county.

She growth of

conservative sentiment and distrust of Roosevelt continued
through the end of the decade so that by 1940, the Hew heal
could find few supporters in Dawson County.
the return to Republicanism, however, did not mean
that local voters rejected all aspects of the Hew Deal.
Washington's increased interest in the- welfare of the far
mer found much favor in the county. Although cattlemen and
alfalfa growers evidenced some reluctance to support the
Hew Deal farm program, the .AAA was generally well-received,
the greatly expanded farm credit facilities were universally
popular as were the Government *e projects aimed at providing
irrigation and electrification for the farms.

Even the HA

and PSA programs of farm relief, which did evoke some local
criticism, were acceptable in times of great need.

While'

urban oriented programs were less popular in the county,
With the exception of the HRA, m m
criticism until late in the decade.

were subjected to severe
Even then, if the
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programs 414 net directly employ

workers

or promote slothful**

mesa, they i^re favorably accepted*
la general then, the county did not disapprove of most
Hew Beal agencies*

la fact, those agencies which either

benefited agriculture or operated ia am indirect manner
were usually well~like&*

Her did local citizens dislike the

general aims of the Hew heal*

Iveryone wanted prosperity,

and few people in the county prior to 1937 felt that the
Boosevelt Administration was working toward any objective
other than recovery from the Depression*

The county did,

however, disapprove of the general effects of the Hew Deal
program*

local citizens could see nothing but future prob~

Isms in the growth of the national debt*

fhey feared the

growth of bureaucracy and regimentation by Government
agencies and disliked the increases in taxation*

Host of

all, when the recession of 1937 returned the county to
near 1935 conditions, local citizens felt that this was the
result of the “new—fangled* economic policies of the
Boosevelt Administration*
Other more general factors also contributed to the
decline in Boosevelt*s popularity*

32he Hew Beal concept of

an active Federal Government with a positive program came
into conflict with the traditional belief in individualistic
virtues long held sacred by farmers and small businessmen*
Although fanners accepted the AAA payments aad approved of
Washington's interest in their welfare, they generally felt
that increased farm income through higher farm prices was

far superior to Government subsidies.

In time of economic

stress the conflict between traditional concepts end He*
M e l payments was largely forgotten, but when better economic
conditions returned, farmers- could afford the luxury of
political philosophy.
She native rural district of the cities 'also-; caused
the loss of some Sew M a i support in the county,

After the

1936 election it became increasingly clear to local voters
that the Democratic -Party was gradually becoming the party
of the urban masses and minority groups*

Since the inter**

ests of urban groups contrasted sharply with those of the
rural businessman pud farmer, the rural 'voter would naturally
turn to a party which he hoped would better represent his
interests*

therefore, 'the return of rural areas to the

Republican forty represented somewhat of a new alignment.
'they were-not 'returning" to the Republican f arty of the twen
ties so much as they were turning away from the Democratic
Party of the late 3*hirties.
In conjunction with the growing concern over the Hew.
Deal's catering to the urban masses, the county evidenced
increasing distrust of President Roosevelt, personally,

the

court-packing plan and 1938 primacy purge caused some of
this fear, but Roosevelt's decision to seek a third term
was probably the most influential factor,

likewise, it is

generally known that the American voter has a strong ten
dency to reject any administration after a few years, under
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the perhaps irrational belief that a change in government
is a worthy goal in itself*

Shis natural Inclination to

replace an administration which had long held power was fully
activated by Boosevelt’s bid for the third term.

By 1940,

many persons in the county believed that Boosevelt was
power~hungry end was utilising socialistic measures to
build a vast political machine to perpetuate his hold on the
country.

While fear and distrust are virtually impossible

to document, they obviously played a major role in producing
the Willkie landslide in 1940*

2Sxe natural trend toward

conservatism would probably have produced a Willkie victory
without this fear, but when the fear of Boosevelt was added
to this conservative trends a landslide was- inevitable#
Although the Boosevelt Administration was rejected
at the polls in the 1940 election, the eight years of Bew
Beal activity had an enormous impact upon Dawson County*
Between 1953 end 1941, the federal Government had contributed
large sums of money to prevent local economic hardship and
better the lives of local citlseas#

3ha farmer was in far

better condition in 1940 than he had been in 1933* primarily
because the- Government bad assumed partial responsibility
for his security#

£h# local businessman also benefited from

federal expenditures, for the increased revenue in the
hands of county citizens expanded local purchasing power*
3?he impact of the Hew Deal brought a great change
in the thinking of the people of Dawson County.

Boosevelt

may not have carried the county in 1940, hut few people
wanted a complete return to pre-Boosevelt days.

Those

specific aspects of the Boosevelt program which benefited
the county could not be opposed by any politician who
expected to gain local popularity, for county citizens only
opposed the general theory of government implied in the Sew
Beal and not the specific application of that theory#
therein lies much of the significance of this study#

Hie

rise of political conservatism in Dawson County, and, it
might be suggested, throughout the high plains, came not
as the result of opposition to specific Hew Beal programs
but came Instead £1*011 a. distrust of Boosevelt personally
and the M m Beal as a theory*

1940 the pattern was seta

Dawson County, Hebraska, and tbe bigh plains would continue
in their chosen p&tks of general opposition to Democratic
liberalism but would never advocate tbe repeal of the
specific gains of tbe M m Beal*
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